About this Guide

The Office of Sponsored Programs has prepared this guide in response to numerous requests from Teachers College students for more comprehensive information about external sources of funding for their studies.

The guide is organized into three basic sections. The first contains a list of funding opportunities that are available to all graduate students to support study in all (or most) disciplines. The second section is organized by department, and contains a list of funding opportunities that support graduate students in that particular area. The last section contains programs that provide minorities, women and disabled persons with funds to pursue graduate studies.

Each section is organized alphabetically by sponsor. Please keep in mind when using this guide that certain information, such as the name of the contact person, is subject to change without notice. It’s a good idea to check the sponsor’s web address before contacting them to make sure your information is current. Direct web addresses to program information may change as well. If a link doesn’t work, go to the sponsor’s home page and perform a search for the program you’re interested in from there.

Most of the programs listed here (with the exception of federal programs sponsored by the National Science Foundation and the National Institutes of Health) are awards that are made to you as an individual. Therefore, you are free to apply to any program for which you think you may qualify without consulting OSP. However, OSP will be able to assist students in the application process by directing students to where to find funding sources, how to prepare the paperwork required to submit to our office, what resources are available on the OSP website, as well as the grant sources themselves.

We will also be able to help register students to the on-line grant sites so they can prepare on-line applications for those sponsors that require it. This will also give them the ability to follow the progress of their applications and grant if they are awarded. Any TC student who would like additional assistance should contact Paul A. Kran, Director at Kran@tc.edu.

Other Resources

OSP has compiled this guide primarily as a resource for doctoral candidates seeking both financial aid and experience preparing competitive grant applications; however, it includes information of interest to master’s degree candidates as well. Most of the programs listed here make awards to students along similar lines as governmental student financial aid programs—that is, they award funds to an individual to pursue his or her studies at the institution of his or her choice.

The information in this guide was compiled from the Sponsored Program Information Network (SPIN), an online database that indexes funding opportunities in all areas from federal, state, local, private, and international sources. Certain types of funding for
graduate students were omitted from this guide due to space concerns. These types include:

- Scholarships for students from geographical areas outside the NY tri-state area
- Scholarships that provide funding for study at a specific institution
- Programs that award prize money to a graduate student for a paper or other work

If you’re interested in this type of program, you are welcome to search SPIN yourself at http://www.infoed.org/new_spin/spinmain.asp. OSP recommends that graduate students choose “advanced search” and then choose “graduate student” under “applicant type” in order to insure the maximum number of relevant hits. Finally, graduate students should be aware that most external funding for graduate study at Teachers College does not come from programs such as the ones listed in this guide. Rather, that support derives from research grants awarded to faculty, who request funds to hire research assistants. The best way to find out about this type of funding is to ask faculty members with whom you’re interested in working. OSP also publishes a list of active, externally funded research projects on its website at www.tc.edu/osp.
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GENERAL

Sponsor: American Council of Learned Societies
Title: Dissertation Completion Fellowships
Tel: 202-336-5843
Email: sfisher@acls.org
Full Program: http://www.acls.org/ecfguide.htm
Deadlines: Confirm the spring deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor offers fellowships to assist graduate students in the humanities and related social sciences in the last year of Ph.D. dissertation writing.

Sponsor: American Psychological Foundation
Title: Randy Gerson Memorial Grant
Tel: 202-336-5843
Email: foundation@apa.org
Full Program: http://www.apa.org/apf/gerson.html
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
Sponsor provides annual $5,000 grant to advance the systemic understanding of couple and/or family dynamics and/or multi-generational processes. Work that advances theory, assessment, or clinical practice in these areas shall be considered eligible for grants through the fund.

Sponsor: Baeck (Leo) Institute
Title: LBI/DAAD Fellowships for Research at the Leo Baeck Institute
Contact: Ms. Dr. Frank Mecklenburg
Tel: 212-744-6400
Email: fmecklenburg@lbi.cjh.org
Full Program: http://www.lbi.org/daad.html
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides support for two fellowships per year for doctoral students or recent Ph.D.’s affiliated with an accredited American institution of higher education for research using the sponsor's resources in New York. The fellowship consists of a stipend of $2,000.

Sponsor: Council of American Overseas Research Centers
Title: CAORC--Regional Research Program: Fellowships for Advanced Multi-Country Research
Tel: 202-633-1599
Email: fellowships@caorc.org
Full Program: http://www.caorc.org/fellowships/multi/#guidelines
Deadlines: January deadline
SYNOPSIS:
Fellowships provide up to $6,000 each, plus $3,000 for travel, to conduct research in more than one country, at least one of which hosts a participating American overseas research center. U.S. doctoral candidates and established scholars may conduct research on broad questions of multi-country significance in the fields of humanities, social sciences, and related natural sciences. The duration of the fellowship is three months.

**Sponsor:** Department of Education  
**Title:** OPE-Jacob K. Javits Fellowship  
**Contact:** Carmen Gordon and Lakisha Reid  
**Tel:** 202-502-7542  
**Email:** OPE_Javits_Program@ed.gov  
**Deadlines:** October deadline

**Deadline Note:** Competitions are held annually in the fall. Awards are announced in the spring preceding the fall semester in which the fellowship must begin.

SYNOPSIS:
Sponsor provides institutional payment of up to $11,000 and a stipend of up to $30,000 for students to undertake graduate study leading to a doctoral degree or a Masters of Fine Arts at accredited institutions of higher education in selected fields of the arts, humanities, or social sciences. The duration of the award may be up to 48 months.

**Sponsor:** Hebrew University of Jerusalem  
**Title:** HUJ-Morris Ginsberg Foundation Postdoctoral Fellowship  
**Contact:** Hedva Danieli, Center Coordinator  
**Tel:** 972-2-5883032  
**Email:** Hedvad@savion.cc.huji.ac.il  
**Full Program:** [http://sociology.huji.ac.il/eng-ginsburg.html](http://sociology.huji.ac.il/eng-ginsburg.html)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem offer Morris Ginsberg Fellowships, for a duration of three months up to a year, to Ph.D. holders undertaking research along the lines of interest of Morris Ginsberg: i.e. sociology, social anthropology, social psychology, political science, science philosophy and law.

**Sponsor:** Humboldt (Alexander von) Foundation  
**Title:** German Chancellor Scholarships  
**Contact:** Christina Tschorr  
**Tel:** 202-783-1907  
**Email:** chancellor-usa.select@avh.de  
**Full Program:** [http://www.humboldt-foundation.de/en/programme/stip_aus/buka.htm](http://www.humboldt-foundation.de/en/programme/stip_aus/buka.htm)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor
SYNOPSIS:
Ten scholarships are provided to prospective leaders from the U.S.A. (under 35 years of age) in the academic, economic and political fields, enabling them to carry out research projects of their own choice in Germany. During one-year research stays, scholars are also given an opportunity to gain an insight into the social, cultural, economic and political situation in Germany. In addition to the scholarship, the Foundation bears the costs for preparatory German language tuition and an intensive course of several weeks in Bonn.

Sponsor: Intercollegiate Studies Institute
Title: Richard M. Weaver Fellowship
Tel: 800-526-7022
Email: awards@isi.org
Full Program: http://www.isi.org/programs/fellowships/fellowships.html
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides support for a fellowship that pays tuition at the school attended by the recipient, and a stipend of $5,000. Eligible applicants must engage in graduate studies for the purpose of teaching at the college level. The fellow may attend a school in the U.S. or abroad.

Sponsor: Institute of International Education
Title: Fulbright Grants—Canada & U.S.: Citizenship Scholarship
Contact: Walter Jackson
Tel: 212-984-5327
Email: wjackson@iie.org
Website: http://www.fulbrightonline.org/us/home.php
Full Program: http://www.iie.org/TemplateFulbright.cfm?section=Fulbright1
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

Deadline Note:
The deadline for submission of the electronic application is normally due 12 midnight Pacific Time in October. From that time forward, applicants will no longer have access to the online application. Applicants must print out their application before the online application center shuts down in October. Hard copy applications with supporting credentials normally must arrive at the IIE office in New York no later that 5 p.m. on the following Monday. That is, they must be sent by Overnight Mail in order to arrive by the Monday deadline. You are encouraged to work with the Teachers College Fulbright Advisor on your nationally competitive application.

SYNOPSIS:
Scholarships are available to a U.S. or Canadian citizen to conduct research or study in Canada, U.S. or abroad. Preference will be given to students studying citizenship education, civil society or volunteerism/community service.
Sponsor: Library of Congress  
Title: Kislak Short Term Fellowship Opportunities in American Studies  
Tel: 202-707-3302  
Email: scholarly@loc.gov  
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:  
The Library of Congress offers short-term fellowships for independent scholars, undergraduate and graduate students, and college and university faculty to conduct research based on items from the Kislak Collection.

Sponsor: National Institute of General Medical Sciences  
Title: NIGMS--MARC Predoctoral Fellowship Awards  
Contact: Adolphus P. Toliver, Ph.D.  
Tel: 301-594-3900  
Email: tolivera@nigms.nih.gov  
Website: http://www.nigms.nih.gov/Training/Mechanisms/MARC/MARCPredoctoral.htm  
Deadlines: Three times a year

SYNOPSIS:  
The sponsor provides support for research training leading to the Ph.D., M.D./Ph.D., or other combined professional degree/Ph.D. in the biomedical or behavioral sciences, including mathematics. Eligible applicants must be U.S. citizens, non-citizen nationals, or permanent residents. The annual stipend for MARC predoctoral fellows is $20,772. A maximum of 5 years of support is available. NIGMS will also provide tuition, fees, and up to $2,750 per 12-month period to the predoctoral fellow's sponsoring institution to help defray such trainee expenses as research supplies and equipment.

Sponsor: National Institutes of Health  
Title: NIH--National Research Service Award Short-Term Institutional Research Training Grants (T35)  
Contact: Dr. Robin A. Barr  
Tel: 301-496-9322  
Email: rb42h@nih.gov  
Deadlines: Three times a year

SYNOPSIS:  
The sponsor awards National Research Service Awards (NRSA) Short-Term Institutional Research Training Grants to eligible institutions to develop or enhance research training opportunities for individuals interested in careers in biomedical and behavioral research. Only domestic, non-profit, private or public institutions may apply.

Sponsor: National Science Foundation  
Title: OPP--Arctic Social Sciences Program  
Contact: Dr. Jane Dionne or Dr. Neil R. Swanberg  
Tel: 703-306-1029  
Email: jdionne@nsf.gov or nswanber@nsf.gov
SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor supports research designed to enhance understanding of the Earth's biological, geological, chemical, and social processes, and the interactions of ocean, land, atmosphere, biological, and human systems.

**Sponsor:** Population Council  
**Title:** Reproductive Biology and Immunology Postdoctoral Fellowship  
**Contact:** Fellowship Coordinator  
**Tel:** N/A  
**Email:** cbr-fellowship-info@popcouncil.org  
**Full Program:** [http://www.popcouncil.org/slr/biofellowships.html](http://www.popcouncil.org/slr/biofellowships.html)  
**Deadlines:** Confirm deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The Population Council offers fellowships in the form of yearly stipends of up to $38,160 to persons who wish to pursue advanced study in reproductive biology and immunology. Fellows train in the laboratories of the Council's Center for Biomedical Research. Open to individuals of all countries.

**Sponsor:** Population Council  
**Title:** Vietnam Postdoctoral Social Science Research Fellowship and Capacity-building Program  
**Contact:** Fellowship Coordinator  
**E-mail:** slee@popcouncil.org or pchanoi@popcouncil.org.vn  
**Full Program:** [http://www.popcouncil.org/slr/VietnamFellows.html](http://www.popcouncil.org/slr/VietnamFellows.html)  
**Deadlines:** Not specified

SYNOPSIS:
The Population Council has established a postdoctoral fellowship program in Vietnam to facilitate research on topics in reproductive health, health service systems, and poverty.

**Sponsor:** Psi Chi  
**Title:** Thelma Hunt Research Grants  
**Tel:** 423-756-2044  
**Email:** awards@psichi.org  
**Website:** [http://www.psichi.org/awards/completelist_awards.asp](http://www.psichi.org/awards/completelist_awards.asp)  
**Full Program:** [http://www.psichi.org/pdf/hunt.pdf](http://www.psichi.org/pdf/hunt.pdf)  
**Deadlines:** Confirm deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides support for three awards of $3,000 each presented annually to enable Psi Chi student and faculty members to complete empirical research in psychology that addresses a question directly related to the sponsor.
SYNOPSIS:
Two fellowships are available for either Ph.D. candidates or scholars with doctorates whose work is either humanistic or scientific in nature. The sponsor provides support for residential fellowships for pre- or postdoctoral scholars to engage in manuscript preparation on topics important to the understanding of humankind, including critical contemporary issues. Resident scholars are provided with an apartment and office, stipends, a small reference library and library assistance, and other benefits during nine-month tenure.

SYNOPSIS:
Fellowships at the Smithsonian Institution provide students (senior and postdoctoral, predoctoral, and graduate) and scholars with opportunities to pursue independent research projects in association with members of the Smithsonian professional research staff. Fellows receive stipends as follows: Senior and Postdoctoral - $35,000 per year; Earth and Planetary Sciences Senior and Postdoctoral - $40,000 per year; Predoctoral - $22,000 per year; and Graduate Students - $4,500.

SYNOPSIS:
SSRC fellowship and grant programs provide support and professional recognition to innovators within fields, and especially to younger researchers whose work and ideas will have longer-term impact on society and scholarship. The Abe Fellowship provides support for research on international multidisciplinary research on topics of pressing global concern.
**Sponsor:** Tanner Humanities Center  
Title: Doctoral Student Fellowship and Dissertation Support Award  
Tel: 801-581-7989  
Email: hcampbel@mail.hum.utah.edu  
Website: http://www.hum.utah.edu/  
Full Program: http://www.hum.utah.edu/humcntr/applications.html  
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**  
The sponsor provides dissertation support for doctoral students. The award consists of a $500 reimbursement for travel to a relevant conference or research archive, plus a semi-private office for one or two semesters.

**Sponsor:** Point Foundation  
Title: Scholarship Program  
Contact: Vance Lancaster, Executive Director  
Tel: 866-337-6468  
Email: info@thepointfoundation.org  
Website: http://www.thepointfoundation.org/apply.html  
Full Program: http://www.thepointfoundation.org/scholarship.html  
Deadlines: Confirm deadline with the sponsor  
Deadline note: Please confirm Application process opens on January.

**SYNOPSIS:**  
The sponsor provides scholarships to lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender students (LGBT) to help meet the costs of higher education. Scholarships range from $5,000 to $28,000 per year.

**Sponsor:** Heritage Foundation  
Title: The Domestic Policy Studies Department at The Heritage Foundation  
Tel: 202-546-4400  
Email: info@familyfacts.org  
Full Program: http://www.familyfacts.org/fellowship.cfm  
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**  
The fellowships are open to Ph.D. candidates pursuing degrees in the social sciences. The Fellowships are designed to help doctoral students expand their research and learn how social science can inform social policymaking. Three fellowships awarded each year (spring, summer, fall). Sponsor offers 2 options. Option 1: Approximately three month-long fellowships, with a stipend of $2,000 per month (offered during spring, summer, and fall). Fellow must reside in the Washington, D.C. area for the duration of the Fellowship. Option 2: Up to ten fellowships awarded each year. Approximately six months long with a stipend of $6,000. Fellow will conduct his or her work from university or home, traveling occasionally to Washington, D.C. to meet with Heritage researchers (travel expenses will be covered).
ARTS & THE HUMANITIES

**Sponsor:** American Educational Research Association  
**Title:** AERA/IES Dissertation Grants  
**Tel:** (202) 223-9485, ext. 105  
**E-mail:** profdevel@aera.net  
**Website:** www.aera.net  
**Full Program:** [http://www.aera.net/fellowships/?id=87](http://www.aera.net/fellowships/?id=87)  
**Deadlines:** Confirm deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**
The sponsor awards dissertation grants intended to: Stimulate research on fundamental educational issues, with a priority for the education of poor, urban, or minority students and for mathematics and literacy education; Attract a cadre of talented scholars and enhance their research preparation; Build a network of scholars whose collaborations focus on high priority educational issues; and Contribute to basic knowledge, the improvement of practice, and the informing of policy in educationally important contexts. Dissertation Grants are available for advanced graduate students and are intended to support the student while writing the dissertation.

---

**Sponsor:** American Academy of Arts and Sciences  
**Title:** Visiting Scholars Program  
**Tel:** 617-576-5000  
**Email:** aaas@amacad.org  
**Full Program:** [http://www.amacad.org/visiting.aspx](http://www.amacad.org/visiting.aspx)  
**Deadlines:** Guidelines and Application Forms are normally posted in early summer.

**SYNOPSIS:**
The Visiting Scholars Program was designed to foster and support a new generation of thinkers at the beginning of their careers. It will offer opportunities for them to carry out their individual research as well as to collaborate with Academy Fellows on shared scholarly or policy-related interests. The program will also help to create a national network for these scholars, assisting them in their research and professional development. Participants may focus their research on one of the three core areas currently being explored by the Academy’s members: Science, Technology, and Global Security, Social Policy and Education, and Humanities and Culture.

---

**Sponsor:** Albright (W.F.) Institute of Archaeological Research Jerusalem  
**Title:** Samuel H. Kress Joint Athens-Jerusalem Fellowship  
**Contact:** Dr. Jodi Magness  
**Tel:** (919) 962-3928  
**Email:** magness@email.unc.edu  
**Full Program:** [http://www.aiar.org/fellowships.html#list](http://www.aiar.org/fellowships.html#list)  
**Deadlines:** Confirm deadline with the sponsor
SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides $18,500 award for ten months. The stipend is $10,400; remainder ($8,100) is for room and half-board at the Institute. Doctoral dissertation research fellowship for students specializing in architecture, art history, archaeology and classical studies. Applicants must be U.S. citizens, or North American citizens studying at U.S. universities

**Sponsor:** American Society of Interior Designers  
**Title:** ASID Educational Foundation--Irene Winifred Eno Grant  
**Contact:** ASID Education Department

**Tel:** 202-546-3480  
**Email:** education@asid.org  
**Website:** [http://www.asid.org/asidfoundation/projects.htm#awards](http://www.asid.org/asidfoundation/projects.htm#awards)  
**Full Program:** [http://www.asid.org/NR/rdonlyres/630E6009-B931-4C5F-8CD2-C6112991BAAE/1033/IreneWinifredEnoGrant.pdf](http://www.asid.org/NR/rdonlyres/630E6009-B931-4C5F-8CD2-C6112991BAAE/1033/IreneWinifredEnoGrant.pdf)

**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides financial assistance to individuals or groups engaged in the creation of an educational program(s) or an interior design research project dedicated to health, safety and welfare. One award of $1,000 is available.

**Sponsor:** Association on American Indian Affairs  
**Title:** Florence Young Memorial Scholarship  
**Tel:** 240-314-7155  
**Email:** general.aaia@verizon.net  
**Website:** [www.indian-affairs.org](http://www.indian-affairs.org)

**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor offers one Florence Young Memorial Fellowship in the amount of $5,000 to a student pursuing a Masters in the Arts. Disbursement is made to the college during the fall semester only. This scholarship does not automatically renew. Students are eligible to apply on a yearly basis.

**Sponsor:** Baeck (Leo) Institute  
**Title:** Fred Grubel Fellowship  
**Tel:** 212-744-6400  
**Contact:** Dr. Frank Mecklenburg  
**Email:** fmecklenburg@lbi.cjh.org.

**Full Program:** [http://www.lbi.org/grubel.html](http://www.lbi.org/grubel.html)

**Deadlines:** Fall  
**Deadline Note:** The deadline for applications is the fall of the year prior to the summer internship.
SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor offers a paid summer internship program for graduate students. Interns will participate in work on a specific research topic related to LBI collections which can include archives, library, photo collection and the art collection. The fellowship consists of an award of $1,500.

**Sponsor:** Getty (J. Paul) Trust  
**Title:** Graduate Internships at the Getty Center 2002-2003  
**Tel:** 310-440-7320  
**Email:** gradinterns@getty.edu  
**Website:** [http://www.getty.edu/grants/](http://www.getty.edu/grants/)  
**Full Program:** [http://www.getty.edu/grants/education/grad_interns.html](http://www.getty.edu/grants/education/grad_interns.html)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor offers full-time internships beginning September 17, 2007. Most internships are for eight months, ending May 24, 2008. Conservation internships are full-time for twelve months, ending September 13, 2008. Grant amounts are $17,400 for eight months and $26,000 for twelve months. The grant includes health benefits, but housing is not provided.

**Sponsor:** Huntington Library  
**Title:** W.M. Keck Foundation Fellowships for Young Scholars  
**Contact:** Robert C. Ritchie  
**Tel:** 626-405-2194  
**Email:** cpowell@huntington.org  
**Full Program:** [http://www.huntington.org/ResearchDiv/Fellowships.html](http://www.huntington.org/ResearchDiv/Fellowships.html)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
Awards of $2,500 per month for one to five months support research in the collections of the Huntington Library in San Marino, California, which is devoted primarily to the study of British and American history, literature, art history, history of science, and medicine. Eligible applicants are non-tenured faculty or doctoral candidates at the dissertation stage.

**Sponsor:** Smithsonian Institution  
**Title:** National Museum of American Art--Advanced Level Internships  
**Contact:** Judith Houston Hollomon  
**Tel:** 202-275-1554  
**Email:** HollomonJ@saam.si.edu  
**Full Program:** [http://americanart.si.edu/education/fellows_interns/opportunities-internships.cfm#advanced](http://americanart.si.edu/education/fellows_interns/opportunities-internships.cfm#advanced)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides support for a comprehensive museum training program. Eligible applicants are graduate students, exceptional college seniors or recent graduates.
Academic credit may be awarded and one stipend is available each year for an exceptional graduate student with financial need.

**Sponsor:** Smithsonian Institution  
**Title:** Smithsonian Institution Libraries--Baird Society Resident Scholars Program  
**Tel:** 202-633-3872  
**Email:** SILResidentScholars@si.edu  
**Full Program:** [http://www.sil.si.edu/researchintern/index.htm#bai](http://www.sil.si.edu/researchintern/index.htm#bai)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**
The sponsor provides support for an in-residence program to enable scholars to conduct research at the Baird Society in Washington D.C. and New York City. Residence programs are up to six months in duration. A stipend of $3,000 per month is available.

**Sponsor:** Smithsonian Institution  
**Title:** Peter Krueger Summer Internship at Cooper-Hewitt Museum  
**Contact:** Internship Coordinator  
**Tel:** 202-633-0465  
**Website:** [http://www.si.edu/ofg/infotoapply.htm](http://www.si.edu/ofg/infotoapply.htm)  
**Full Program:** [http://www.si.edu/ofg/Units/sorsch.htm](http://www.si.edu/ofg/Units/sorsch.htm)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor  
**Deadline Note:** Summer Internship Applications are available in September for January postmark.

**SYNOPSIS:**
Internships are available to encourage promising young students of art history, architectural history, museum studies and education, and design to explore careers in the museum profession. The award provides a stipend of $2,500 for ten weeks.

**Sponsor:** Winterthur Museum, Garden, and Library  
**Title:** Lois F. McNeil Dissertation Fellowships  
**Contact:** Kay Collins  
**Tel:** 302-888-4649  
**Email:** pelliot@winterthur.org  
**Website:** [http://www.winterthur.org/research/fellowship.asp?sub=to_apply](http://www.winterthur.org/research/fellowship.asp?sub=to_apply)  
**Full Program:** [http://www.winterthur.org/pdfs/mcneil_application.pdf](http://www.winterthur.org/pdfs/mcneil_application.pdf)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**
The sponsor provides dissertation fellowships to doctoral candidates for dissertation research in America's artistic, cultural, social, and intellectual history at Winterthur Museum, Garden, and Library, Delaware.
Email:           pelliot@winterthur.org
Website:       http://www.winterthur.org/research/fellowship.asp?sub=fellowships_avail
Full Program:  http://www.winterthur.org/pdfs/shortterm_fellowship.pdf
Deadlines:    Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
Fellowships are available to scholars pursuing advanced research in America's artistic, cultural, social, and intellectual history at Winterthur Museum, Garden, and Library.

Sponsor:       Academy of Television Arts and Sciences
Title:         Fred Rogers Memorial Scholarship
Contact:       Michele Fowble
Tel:           818-754-2802
Email:         webmaster@emmys.org
Full Program:  http://www.emmys.org/atemmys/rogers-scholarship.php
Deadlines:    Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor offers a $10,000 scholarship to support and encourage an aspiring upper division undergraduate or graduate students (Masters of PhD) in the fields of early childhood education, child development/child psychology, film/television production, music, animation. Applicant must have the ultimate goal of working in the field of children’s media that furthers the values and principles of Fred Rogers work.

BIOBEHAVIORAL STUDIES

Sponsor:       American Speech-Language-Hearing Foundation
Title:         New Century Scholars Program Doctoral Scholarship
Contact:       Emily Diaz
Tel:           301-897-5700 ext. 4314
Email:         ediaz@asha.org
Website:       http://www.asha.org/foundation/grants/
Deadlines:    Contact sponsor for the deadline for the upcoming year

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor invites students accepted or enrolled on a research doctoral program to submit applications in competition for four $10,000 scholarship awards.

Sponsor:       Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality
Title:         Individual Postdoctoral Fellowships
Contact:       Shelley Benjamin
Tel:           (301) 427-1528
Email:         Shelley.Benjamin@ahrq.hhs.gov; training@ahrq.gov
Website:       http://www.ahrq.gov/fund/grantix.htm
Deadlines:    Three times a year
SYNOPSIS:
The Agency for Health Care Policy and Research (AHCPR) announces its continuing interest in supporting the postdoctoral National Research Service Award (NRSA) individual fellowships (F32) in health services research. These postdoctoral research fellowships provide opportunities for one or more years of academic training and supervised experience in applying quantitative research methods to the systematic analysis and evaluation of health care services. AHCPR supports and conducts research to improve the outcomes, quality, access to, and cost and utilization of health care services.

**Sponsor:** American Philosophical Society  
Title: APS--Phillips Fund Grants for Native American Research  
Contact: Linda Musumeci  
Tel: 215-440-3429  
Email: L.Musumeci@amphilsoc.org or eroach@amphilsoc.org  
Full Program: [http://www.amphilsoc.org/grants/phillips.htm](http://www.amphilsoc.org/grants/phillips.htm)  
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides support for research in Native American linguistics and ethno-history, and the history of studies of Native Americans in the continental United States and Canada. Eligible applicants are younger scholars who have received the doctorate and graduate students. Grants average $2,200 for one year.

**Sponsor:** Epilepsy Foundation of America  
Title: EFA--Behavioral Sciences Student Fellowships  
Tel: 301-459-3700  
Full Program: [http://www.epilepsyfoundation.org/research/grants.cfm](http://www.epilepsyfoundation.org/research/grants.cfm)  
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
Three month fellowships in the amount of $3,000 are provided to students in the behavioral sciences for work on epilepsy study projects. Projects must take place at a U.S. institution.

**Sponsor:** Epilepsy Foundation  
Title: Research Grant Program  
Tel: (301) 459 3700  
Website: [http://www.epilepsyfoundation.org/research/grants.cfm](http://www.epilepsyfoundation.org/research/grants.cfm)  
Deadline: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor offers grants and fellowships for cutting-edge research into the causes of epilepsy. Program goals include understanding basic mechanisms, developing new therapeutic approaches, understanding the behavioral and psychosocial aspects of having epilepsy, and encouraging the professional development of scientists and
healthcare professionals. The purpose of the Research Grants Program is to stimulate epilepsy research by providing funding for investigators in the early stages of their careers. The Research Grants program offers up to two years of training support. The award carries a stipend of up to $50,000 per year. Funding for the award is provided by the Epilepsy Foundation and various sponsors. The number of awards granted each year is contingent on funds available.

**Sponsor:** Hogg Foundation for Mental Health  
**Title:** Harry E. and Bernice M. Moore Postdoctoral Fellowship  
**Tel:** Dr. Laurie Alexander, 512-471-5041  
**Full Program:** [http://www.hogg.utexas.edu/funding_moorefellow.html](http://www.hogg.utexas.edu/funding_moorefellow.html)  
**Deadline:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**  
The postdoctoral fellowship funds individuals with a doctorate in sociology to conduct research on the mental health impact of crises like Hurricanes Katrina and Rita. Individuals with a doctorate in sociology are invited to apply for the Harry E. and Bernice M. Moore Postdoctoral Fellowship at the Hogg Foundation for Mental Health in Austin, Texas.

**Sponsor:** International Reading Association  
**Title:** Jeanne S. Chall Research Fellowship  
**Tel:** 302-731-1600  
**E-mail:** research@reading.org  
**Website:** [http://www.reading.org/](http://www.reading.org/)  
**Full Program:** [http://www.reading.org/association/awards/research_chall.html](http://www.reading.org/association/awards/research_chall.html)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**  
Up to $6,000 is provided to encourage and support reading research by promising scholars. There is a special emphasis on research in beginning reading, readability, reading difficulty, stages of reading development, the relation of vocabulary to reading, and diagnosing and teaching adults with limited reading ability. Applicants must be members of the International Reading Association.

**Sponsor:** National Association of American Business Clubs  
**Title:** Scholarships for Therapists  
**Contact:** Janice Blankenship, Membership/Scholarship Coordinator  
**Tel:** 336-838-1845; 336-869-2166  
**Email:** janiceb@ambucs.org or ambucs@ambucs.com  
**Website:** [http://www.ambucs.com/scholars/program_information.aspx](http://www.ambucs.com/scholars/program_information.aspx)  
**Deadline:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor  
**Deadline Note:** Applications typically must be completed on-line.

**SYNOPSIS:**  
Support is provided to undergraduates and graduate students for professional training in the following fields: physical or occupational therapy; speech language pathology and hearing audiology. Awards are made annually and range from $500 to $1,500.
**Sponsor:** National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders  
**Title:** NIDCD--NIDCD Dual-Degree Individual Predoctoral Fellowships for Training Physician-Scientists  
**Contact:** Daniel A. Sklare, Ph.D.  
**Tel:** 301-496-1804  
**Email:** Daniel_sklare@nih.org  
**Website:** http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/  
**Deadlines:** Three times a year

**SYNOPSIS:**  
The sponsor provides support for Individual Predoctoral National Research Service Award Fellowships (F30) to train physician-scientists on a dual MD/PhD track to conduct biomedical and behavioral research on human communication. By the time of award, individuals must be citizens or non-citizen nationals of the United States, or must have been lawfully admitted to the United States for permanent residence. The F30 award mechanism will be used.

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health  
**Title:** NIH Predoctoral Fellowship Awards for Students with Disabilities (F31)  
**Contact:** Walter T. Schaffer, Ph.D.  
**Tel:** 301-435-2687  
**Email:** ws11g@nih.gov  
**Full Program:** [http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-00-068.html](http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-00-068.html)  
**Deadlines:** Twice a year

**SYNOPSIS:**  
The sponsor provides support for students with disabilities to undertake research training leading to the Ph.D. (or equivalent research degree), or the combined M.D. /Ph.D. degree (or other combined professional research doctoral degrees) in the biomedical or behavioral sciences. Eligible candidates must be citizens or non-citizen nationals of the United States, or have been lawfully admitted to the United States for permanent residence.

**CLINICAL COUNSELING**

**Sponsor:** Association for the Treatment of Sexual Abusers  
**Title:** Pre-Doctoral Research Grant  
**Contact:** Robin J. Wilson, Ph.D.  
**Tel:** (416) 709-3660  
**Email:** dr.wilsonrj@rogers.com; atsa@atsa.com  
**Full Program:** [http://www.atsa.com/awdPreDoc.html](http://www.atsa.com/awdPreDoc.html)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**  
The sponsor provides support to fulfill the organization's commitment to promoting research on the causes and treatment of sexual offending. The Pre-doctoral Research Grant also fulfills the sponsor's commitment to encouraging the training of new
investigators. This year, the sponsor will provide funding for grants designated as student research. The total amount of grant monies available is $15,000. Applications requesting any amount up to this limit will be considered. More than one application can be funded until the full $15,000 has been awarded.

**Sponsor:** Association for the Treatment of Sexual Abusers  
**Title:** Graduate Research Awards  
**Tel:** 503-643-1023  
**Email:** atsa@atsa.com  
**Full Program:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**
The sponsor developed this awards program with the intent of attracting research excellence to the assessment and treatment of individuals perpetrating or affected by sexual abuse. One award winner will be selected from graduate level research completed with sexual abuse victims/survivors or sexual abusers. The award winner will be selected by a panel of distinguished researchers who have produced some of the seminal work in this field.

**Sponsor:** Anxiety Disorders Association of America  
**Title:** Trainee Travel Awards  
**Tel:** (240) 485-1001  
**Website:** http://www.adaa.org/Membership/AwardProgram.asp  
**Deadlines:** Please contact the sponsor to verify the deadline date.

**SYNOPSIS:**
The aim of the award is to stimulate young investigators to pursue their work in the field of anxiety disorders and to familiarize aspiring mental health professionals with the work of the sponsor. Applicants must be psychiatric residents or graduate students in neuroscience, psychology, social work or other related field.

**Sponsor:** American Cancer Society, Inc.  
**Title:** Master’s Training Grants in Clinical Oncology Social Work  
**Tel:** 404-329-7558  
**Email:** grants@cancer.org  
**Website:** http://www.cancer.org/docroot/RES/RES_5_1.asp?sitearea=RES  
**Full Program:** http://www.cancer.org/docroot/RES/content/RES_5_2x_Masters_TrainingGrants_in_Clinical_Oncology_Social_Work.asp?sitearea=RES  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**
The sponsor provides support for awards to institutions to support the training of second-year master's-degree students to provide psychosocial services to persons with cancer and their families. One-year awards are made for $12,000 (trainee stipend of $10,000, and $2,000 for faculty/administrative support).
**Sponsor:** American Psychological Foundation  
**Title:** Rebecca Routh Coon Pediatric Psychology Graduate Research Grant  
**Contact:** Sharon Berry, PhD  
**Tel:** 612-813-6727  
**Email:** sharon.berry@childrensmn.org  
**Full Program:** [http://www.societyofpediatricpsychology.org/~division54/awards/routhstudent/](http://www.societyofpediatricpsychology.org/~division54/awards/routhstudent/)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor  

**SYNOPSIS:**  
The sponsor provides annual awards of up to $1000 for masters of doctoral students to fund proposals that address areas consistent with the field of pediatric psychology. Topic examples might include relationships between psychological and physical well-being of children and adolescents, including behavioral and emotional components of disease and treatment, the role of pediatric psychology in pediatric medicine settings, or the promotion of health and the prevention of illness among children and youth.

**Sponsor:** American Psychological Association  
**Title:** APA-Public Policy Graduate Student Internship Program  
**Tel:** 202-336-6062  
**Email:** ppo@apa.org  
**Website:** [http://www.apa.org/ppo/fellows/](http://www.apa.org/ppo/fellows/)  
**Full Program:** [http://www.apa.org/ppo/fellows/pi.html](http://www.apa.org/ppo/fellows/pi.html)  
**Deadlines:** Check with sponsor for the Spring deadline.

**SYNOPSIS:**  
The sponsor provides graduate students with first-hand knowledge of the ways in which psychological research can inform public policy and the roles psychologists can play in its formulation and implementation.

**Sponsor:** American Psychological Foundation  
**Title:** Roy Scrivner Small Grant Award  
**Tel:** 202-336-5843  
**Email:** foundation@apa.org  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor  

**SYNOPSIS:**  
The sponsor provides funding consistent with the goal of encouraging research on lesbian and gay family psychology and lesbian and gay family therapy. One award in the amount of $10,000 is available for doctoral-level researchers and two awards of up to $1,000 for graduate students.

**Sponsor:** American Sociological Association  
**Title:** 2007-2008 CONGRESSIONAL FELLOWSHIP  
**Tel:** 202-383-9005  
**Email:** spyvack@asanet.org
Program:  
http://www.asanet.org/page.ww?section=Funding&name=ASA+Congressional+Fellowship

Deadlines:  Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:  
The Fellowship brings a PhD-level sociologist to Washington, DC, to work as a staff member on a congressional committee or in a congressional office, or as a member of a congressional agency (e.g., the General Accounting Office). This intensive experience reveals the intricacies of the policy making process to the sociological fellow, and shows the usefulness of sociological data and concepts to policy issues. The stipend for the Fellowship is $20,000 for six months and $30,000 for one year. Health insurance and other expenses are not included.

Sponsor:  Association for the Sociology of Religion
Title:  ASR--Fichter Research Grant Competition
Contact:  Barbara J. Denison
Tel:  717-477-1257
Email:  bjeni@ship.edu
Deadlines:  Please contact the sponsor for the spring deadline.

SYNOPSIS:  
Support is provided to scholars involved in promising research on women and religion, gender issues, and feminist perspectives on religion or the sociology of the parish. Applicants must be members of the Association for the Sociology of Religion at the time of submission.

Sponsor:  National Institute on Aging
Title:  NIA--Minority Dissertation Research Grants in Aging
Contact:  Robin A. Barr, D. Phil.
Tel:  301-496-9322
Email:  rb42h@nih.gov
Deadlines:  Twice Annually

SYNOPSIS:  
The sponsor provides support for doctoral dissertation research. Eligible to apply on behalf of candidates are domestic institutions supporting doctoral level training, such as a university or college. The R03 award mechanism will be used.

Sponsor:  Society for the Psychological Study of Social Issues
Title:  SPSSI Clara Mayo Grants
Email:  awards@spssi.org
Website:  http://www.spssi.org/awards.html
Full Program:  http://www.spssi.org/Mayoflyer.html
Deadlines:  Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor
SYNOPSIS:
Four awards of up to $1,000 each are available to support master's theses or pre-
dissertation research on aspects of sexism, racism, or prejudice. Eligible applicants are
individuals who have matriculated in graduate programs in psychology, applied social
science, and related disciplines, who seek support of their master's thesis or pre-
dissertation research.

CURRICULUM & TEACHING

Sponsor: National Science Foundation
Title: Graduate Teaching Fellows in K-12 Education (GK-12)
Contact: Sonia Ortega
Tel: 703-292-8697
Email: sortega@nsf.gov
Website: http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=5472&org=NSF
Full Program: http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=5472&org=NSF
Deadline: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides opportunities to highly qualified graduate and advanced
undergraduate students to serve as science, mathematics, engineering, and technology
resources in the nation's K-12 schools.

Sponsor: Armstrong (Ethel Louise) Foundation
Title: Scholarship Program
Contact: Deborah Lewis, Executive Director
Tel: 626-398-8840
Email: executivedirector@ela.org
Website: http://www.ela.org/scholarships/scholarships_process.html
Full Program: http://www.ela.org/scholarships/scholarships_process.html
Deadlines: Please check with sponsor for the early summer deadline.

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides scholarships ranging up to a maximum of $1,000 to $2,000 per
year to women with physical disabilities currently enrolled or actively applying to a
graduate program in an accredited college or university in the US.

Sponsor: All Saints Educational Trust
Title: All Saints Educational Trust--Personal Awards
Contact: Mr. S. P. Harrow
Tel: 020-7283-4485
Email: enquiries@aset.org.uk
Website: http://www.aset.org.uk/howtoapply.html
Deadline: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor offers individual awards to persons who are or intend to become teachers
or to work in certain capacities associated with education, in particular education in religious studies, home economics or kindred subjects. Funding amounts will vary dependent on the proposal. Individuals will not normally be supported for more than three years duration.

**Sponsor:** Association for Institutional Research  
**Title:** Research Grants and Dissertation Fellowships  
**Contact:** Bridgett Lower  
**Tel:** 850-644-4470  
**Email:** brm1988@garnet.acns.fsu.edu  
**Full Program:** [http://www.airweb.org/page.asp?page=40](http://www.airweb.org/page.asp?page=40)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**  
$40,000 in funds are available to doctoral students beginning their dissertation work to conduct research on postsecondary education. Grant support is available for one year to assist the student in the acquisition, analysis, and reporting of data from the National Center for Education Statistics and the National Science Foundation data sets.

**Sponsor:** James Madison Memorial Fellowship Foundation  
**Title:** Junior Fellowships  
**Tel:** 1-800-525-6928  
**Email:** madison@act.org  
**Full Program:** [http://www.jamesmadison.com/](http://www.jamesmadison.com/)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the fall deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**  
Junior Fellowships are awarded to students who are about to complete, or have recently completed, their undergraduate course of study and plan to begin graduate work on a full-time basis. Junior Fellows have two years to complete their degree. The Fellowships are intended exclusively for graduate study leading to a master’s degree. The maximum amount of each award is up to $24,000, prorated over the individual period of study, thus making the James Madison Fellowship the leading award for secondary level teachers undertaking the study of the Constitution.

**Sponsor:** Intercollegiate Studies Institute  
**Title:** Richard M. Weaver Fellowship  
**Tel:** 800-526-7022  
**Email:** awards@isi.org  
**Full Program:** [http://www.jamesmadison.com/](http://www.jamesmadison.com/)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**  
The sponsor provides support for a fellowship that pays tuition at the school attended by the recipient, not to exceed $24,000 over 2 years. Eligible applicants must engage in graduate studies for the purpose of teaching at the college level. The fellow may attend a school in the U.S. or abroad.
**Sponsor:** International Reading Association  
**Title:** Helen M. Robinson Grant  
**Tel:** 302-731-1600  
**e-mail:** research@reading.org  
**Full Program:** [http://www.reading.org/association/awards/research_robinson.html](http://www.reading.org/association/awards/research_robinson.html)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor  
**Deadline note:** Application and guidelines for 2008 will be available in September 2007.

**SYNOPSIS:**
An award of $1,500 is provided to support doctoral students at the early stages of their dissertation research. Research will be in the field of reading and literacy. Applicants must be members of the International Reading Association.

---

**Sponsor:** International Reading Association  
**Title:** Nila Banton Smith Research Dissemination Support Grant  
**Tel:** 302-731-1600  
**E-mail:** research@reading.org  
**Full Program:** [http://www.reading.org/association/awards/research_smith_grant.html](http://www.reading.org/association/awards/research_smith_grant.html)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**
Up to $5,000 is provided to support a member of the International Reading Association in spending two to ten months working on a research dissemination activity.

---

**Sponsor:** National Academic Advising Association  
**Title:** Student Research Awards  
**Tel:** 785-532-5717  
**Email:** nacada@ksu.edu  
**Full Program:** [http://www.nacada.ksu.edu/Awards/StuResearch_Guidelines.htm](http://www.nacada.ksu.edu/Awards/StuResearch_Guidelines.htm)  
**Deadline:** Please contact the sponsor for the spring deadline.

**SYNOPSIS:**
The sponsor provides support for an award presented to recognize student research that significantly adds to the body of knowledge on academic advising. The award is $500 and a plaque.

---

**Sponsor:** National Academic Advising Association  
**Title:** Research Grants  
**Contact:** Joyce Buck, NACADA Research Committee Chair  
**Tel:** (814) 865-9523  
**Email:** jbb1@psu.edu or nacada@ksu.edu  
**Full Program:** [http://www.nacada.ksu.edu/Clearinghouse/Research_Related/Grant-Guidelines.htm](http://www.nacada.ksu.edu/Clearinghouse/Research_Related/Grant-Guidelines.htm)  
**Deadline:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor.
SYNOPSIS:
Support is provided for academic advising-related research. Faculty advisors, practicing professionals and graduate students seeking support for dissertation research are eligible. Grant awards can be up to $5,000.

**Sponsor:** Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education  
**Title:** Pre-Service Teacher Internships  
**Contact:** Cindy Musick or Kathy Ketner  
**Tel:** 202-586-0987 or 865-576-3426  
**Email:** Cindy.Musick@science.doe.gov or Kathy.Ketner@orau.org  
**Full Program:** [http://www.orau.gov/orise/edu/DOE/gi-gugPSTI.htm](http://www.orau.gov/orise/edu/DOE/gi-gugPSTI.htm)  
**Deadlines:** open  
**Deadline note:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides the opportunity to undergraduate and graduate students to participate in educational training and research related to preparation for teaching kindergarten through twelve science, mathematics and technology education. Appointments are for ten weeks in the summer. Stipends of $400 per week are available.

**HEALTH BEHAVIORAL STUDIES**

**Sponsor:** American Psychological Foundation  
**Title:** APF/COGDOP Graduate Student Research Scholarships  
**Contact:** APF/COGDOP Coordinator  
**Tel:** 202-336-6000  
**Email:** science@apa.org  
(include the subject line: APF/COGDOP Scholarship Program)  
**Full Program:** [http://www.apa.org/apf/cogdop.html](http://www.apa.org/apf/cogdop.html)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides up to $16,000 for graduate research scholarships. This includes $1,000 awards for up to eleven individuals; $3,000 for the top applicant, who will receive the Ruth G. and Joseph D. Matarazzo Scholarship; and the $2,000 Clarence J. Rosecrans Scholarship.

**Sponsor:** American Holistic Nurses Association  
**Title:** Charlotte McGuire Scholarships  
**Tel:** 800-278-2462 x-10  
**Email:** info@ahna.org  
**Full Program:** [http://www.ahna.org/edu/assist.html#scholar](http://www.ahna.org/edu/assist.html#scholar)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor  
**Deadline Note:** Applications must be submitted between January 1 and March 15 of each year.
SYNOPSIS:
Annually, the sponsor offers two academic scholarships awarded to nurses in undergraduate nursing programs (ADN, BSN, ADN to BSN), graduate nursing programs (MSN, PhD, DNSc) and other graduate programs related to holistic nursing.

Sponsor: Association for Education and Rehabilitation of the Blind & Visually Impaired
Title: Ferrell Scholarship
Contact: Barbara Sherr
Tel: 703-671-4500
Email: bsherr@aerbvi.org
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The Ferrell Scholarship, of $500, is awarded to two selected applicants who are legally blind and are studying for a career in the field of services to persons who are blind or visually impaired.

Sponsor: Nurses Educational Funds, Inc.
Title: Scholarship Program
Tel: 212-590-2443
Email: info@n-e-f.org
Full Program: http://www.n-e-f.org/application.html
Webiste: http://www.n-e-f.org/
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor grants scholarships to registered nurses for graduate study. The sponsor considers the main criteria for awards to be scholarship academic standing and potential for leadership and service to the nursing profession.

Sponsor: Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality
Title: AHRQ Grants for Health Services Research Dissertation
Contact: Brenda A. Harding
Tel: (301) 427-1527
Email: bharding@ahrq.gov or training@ahrq.hhs.gov
Full Program: http://www.ahrq.gov/fund/training/rsrchtng.htm
Deadlines: Three times a year

SYNOPSIS:
The AHRQ dissertation award R36 supports dissertation research costs of students in accredited research doctoral programs in the United States (including Puerto Rico, and other U.S. Territories or possessions). The dissertation will focus on areas relevant to health services research, with emphasis placed on methodological and research topics that address the mission of AHRQ. Certification that the defense has been successfully completed needs to be received by the Division of Scientific Review, AHRQ. If not received within 60 days, the application will be returned without review. The total direct costs awarded under this Funding Opportunity Announcement for dissertations must not exceed $35,000 for the entire project period, which should be a minimum of nine months.
and not to exceed 17 months in duration. The proposed grant start date should not be sooner than five months after the submission deadline.

**Sponsor:** American Assn. of Family and Consumer Sciences  
**Title:** AAFCS Mildred B. Davis Fellowship  
**Tel:** 703-706-4663  
**Email:** info@aafcs.org  
**Full Program:** [http://www.aafcs.org/programs/fellowships.html](http://www.aafcs.org/programs/fellowships.html)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**
The sponsor provides one fellowship to an active student member of the sponsor’s organization with clearly defined plans to major in nutrition at the graduate level immediately following completion of the baccalaureate program.

**Sponsor:** Bureau of Health Professions  
**Title:** BHP--Division of Disadvantaged--Faculty Loan Repayment Program  
**Contact:** Barry Dubrow  
**Tel:** 301-443-4776  
**Email:** flrpinfo@hrsa.gov  
**Website:** [http://bhpr.hrsa.gov/dsa/flrp](http://bhpr.hrsa.gov/dsa/flrp)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**
The sponsor provides funding to attract disadvantaged health professionals into faculty positions in accredited health professions schools. Approximately $357,000 is available for eleven awards with project periods of not less than two years.

**Sponsor:** Foundation for Seacoast Health  
**Title:** Scholarship Program  
**Tel:** 603-422-8200  
**Email:** ffsh@communitycampus.org  
**Full Program:** [http://www.ffsh.org/scholarships.cfm](http://www.ffsh.org/scholarships.cfm)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**
The sponsor provides two scholarships of up to $5000 are awarded each year - one to an outstanding graduate student and one to an outstanding undergraduate student. Candidates must be pursuing a health-related field of study in a degree program in an accredited institution of learning. Scholarship awards only may be used for tuition, books, health insurance, educational fees, and course related medical equipment.

**Sponsor:** International Reading Association  
**Title:** Jeanne S. Chall Research Fellowship  
**Tel:** 302-731-1600; 1-800-336-7323  
**Email:** research@reading.org  
**Full Program:** [http://www.reading.org/association/awards/research_chall.html](http://www.reading.org/association/awards/research_chall.html)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor
SYNOPSIS:
Up to $6,000 is provided to encourage and support reading research by promising scholars. There is a special emphasis on research in beginning reading, readability, reading difficulty, stages of reading development, the relation of vocabulary to reading, and diagnosing and teaching adults with limited reading ability. Applicants must be members of the International Reading Association.

**Sponsor:** National Association of American Business Clubs
**Title:** Scholarships for Therapists
**Contact:** Janice Blankenship, Membership/Scholarship Coordinator
**Tel:** (800) 838-1845, ext. 17.
**Email:** janiceb@ambucs.org or ambucs@ambucs.org
**Full Program:** [http://www.ambucs.com/scholars/program_information.aspx](http://www.ambucs.com/scholars/program_information.aspx)
**Deadlines:** open
**Deadline Note:** Applications will be accepted from mid-January to April 15 annually, and must be completed on-line. Check with sponsor to confirm deadline.

SYNOPSIS:
Support is provided to undergraduates and graduate students for professional training in the following fields: physical or occupational therapy; speech language pathology and hearing audiology. Awards are made annually and range from $500 to $1,500.

**Sponsor:** National Cancer Institute
**Title:** NCI--Behavioral Research in Cancer Control Small Grants Program
**Contact:** Veronica Y. Chollette, RN
**Tel:** 301-435-2837
**Email:** vc24a@nih.gov
**Deadlines:** Three times a year
**Deadline Note:** Please confirm deadline with sponsor before applying.

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides support for cancer control behavioral research. Eligible applicants are domestic, for-profit and non-profit organizations, public and private, such as universities, colleges, hospitals, laboratories, units of state and local governments and eligible agencies of the federal government. The R03 award mechanism will be used.

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health
**Title:** NIH—Technical Intramural Research Training Award Fellowship Program
**Contact:** Patricia M. Sokolove, Ph.D., Acting Director, FTP, and Director of Interdisciplinary Training Programs
**Tel:** (800) 445-8283 or (301) 496-2427
**E-mail:** sokolovp@mail.nih.gov
**Website:** [http://www.training.nih.gov/student/Pre-IRTA/previewtechnical.asp](http://www.training.nih.gov/student/Pre-IRTA/previewtechnical.asp)
**Full Program:** [http://www.training.nih.gov/student/Pre-IRTA/irtamanualtechnical.asp](http://www.training.nih.gov/student/Pre-IRTA/irtamanualtechnical.asp)
**Deadline:** open
**Deadline Note:** Applications may be submitted at any time; however, it is recommended that applications be submitted three to six months prior to the desired start date.
SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides Technical Intramural Research Training Award (IRTA) Fellowships to augment the educational preparation and development of future scientists by supporting a period of research training in laboratories at the National Institutes of Health (NIH) in Bethesda, Maryland and selected off-campus locations. The program is available to U.S. citizens and permanent residents who are enrolled in doctoral programs in the biomedical sciences in accredited U.S. universities. Awards are granted for one year periods to support full-time training in NIH laboratories.

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health  
**Title:** NIH Predoctoral Fellowship Awards for Students with Disabilities (F31)  
**Contact:** Walter T. Schaffer, Ph.D.  
**Tel:** 301-435-2687  
**Email:** ws11g@nih.gov  
**Full Program:** [http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-00-068.html](http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-00-068.html)  
**Deadlines:** Twice a year

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides support for students with disabilities to undertake research training leading to the Ph.D. (or equivalent research degree), or the combined M.D. /Ph.D. degree (or other combined professional research doctoral degrees) in the biomedical or behavioral sciences. Eligible candidates must be citizens or non-citizen nationals of the United States, or have been lawfully admitted to the United States for permanent residence. The F31 award mechanism will be used.

**Sponsor:** National Institute of Mental Health  
**Title:** NIMH--Individual Predoctoral NRSA for M.D. /Ph.D. Fellowships  
**Contact:** Henry Khachaturian, Ph.D  
**Tel:** 301-443-4335  
**E-mail:** hkhachat@mail.nih.gov  
**Deadlines:** Three times a year  
**Deadline Note:** Please confirm deadline dates with sponsor prior to applying.

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides support for research training in specified areas of biomedical and behavioral research. Eligible applicants must be citizens or non-citizen nationals or must have been lawfully admitted for permanent residence at the time of award, and must have a baccalaureate degree. The F30 award mechanism will be used.

**Sponsor:** Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education  
**Title:** Student Research Participation at the National Center for Toxicological Research  
**Contact:** Linda McCamant  
**Tel:** (865) 576-1089  
**Email:** linda.mccamant@orau.org  
**Full Program:** [http://see.orau.org/ProgramDescription.aspx?Program=10137](http://see.orau.org/ProgramDescription.aspx?Program=10137)  
**Deadline Note:** Applications accepted on year-round basis for academic-year appointments.
SYNOPSIS:
Support is provided for undergraduate and graduate students to participate in activities and research on biological effects of potentially toxic chemicals and solutions to toxicology problems that have a major impact on human health and the environment.

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Sponsor: Mathematica Policy Research, Inc.
Title: Summer Fellowships
Tel: (609) 799-3535
Email: info@mathematica-mpr.com
Full Program: http://www.mathematica-mpr.com/employment/summerfellow.asp
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor awards summer fellowships ($6,000 plus $500 for expenses) to enable Masters or PhD students in public policy or a social science to pursue independent, self-directed, issues-oriented research on economic or social problems that affect minority groups. Fellowships will take place in Princeton, New Jersey, Cambridge, Massachusetts, or Washington, D.C.

Sponsor: American Sociological Association
Title: Spivack Community Action Research Initiative
Contact: Roberta Spalter-Roth
Tel: (202) 383-9005, ext. 317
E-mail: research@asanet.org
Full Program:
http://www.asanet.org/page.ww?section=Funding&name=Community+Action+Research+Initiative
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides support to sociologists to undertake community action projects that bring social science knowledge, methods, and expertise to bear in addressing community-identified issues and concerns. Grants are likely range from $1,000 to $3,000.

Sponsor: Association for Institutional Research
Title: AIR--Improving Institutional Research in Postsecondary Education Institutions--Dissertation Support Grants
Tel: 850-644-4470
Email: air@mailer.fsu.edu
Full Program: http://www.airweb.org/page.asp?page=40
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor
SYNOPSIS:
$40,000 in funds are available for doctoral students beginning their dissertation work to conduct research on postsecondary education. Grant support is available for one year to assist the student in the acquisition, analysis, and reporting of data from the National Center for Education Statistics and the National Science Foundation data sets.

**Sponsor:** Association for the Sociology of Religion  
**Title:** ASR--Fichter Research Grant  
**Contact:** Barbara J. Denison  
**Tel:** 717-477-1257  
**Email:** bjdeni@ship.edu  
**Deadline Note:** Please contact the sponsor for the March 2008 deadline.

SYNOPSIS:
Support is provided to scholars involved in promising research in either of two areas, prioritized as follows: (1) women and religion, gender issues, and feminist perspectives on religion; (2) sociology of the parish. Applicants must be members of the Association for the Sociology of Religion at the time of submission.

**Sponsor:** Educational Testing Service  
**Title:** ETS--Summer Program in Research for Graduate Students  
**Tel:** 1-609-734-5543  
**Email:** internfellowships@ets.org  
**Full Program:** [http://www.ets.org/portal/site/ets/menuitem.1488512ecfd5b8849a77b13bc3921509/?vgnextoid=0206d635e06ed010VgnVCM10000022f95190RCRD&vgnextchannel=a564d635e06ed010VgnVCM10000022f95190RCRD](http://www.ets.org/portal/site/ets/menuitem.1488512ecfd5b8849a77b13bc3921509/?vgnextoid=0206d635e06ed010VgnVCM10000022f95190RCRD&vgnextchannel=a564d635e06ed010VgnVCM10000022f95190RCRD)  
**Deadline Note:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor.

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides support for graduate students to participate in research in one of the following areas: statistics; psychometrics; psychology; teaching; learning; psycholinguistics; computational linguistics; minority issues; computer science; educational technology; policy research; literacy; testing issues including alternate forms of assessment for special populations and other new forms of assessment. The support covers up to $5,000 in stipend, limited round-trip travel reimbursement from the intern's university to Princeton (consistent with ETS travel policy, but no more than the cost of economy class airfare), and up to $1,000 housing allowance for interns residing outside a 50-mile radius of ETS's facilities.

**Sponsor:** Educational Testing Service  
**Title:** Jacqueline A. Ross Dissertation Award  
**Fax:** 609-683-2022  
**Email:** TOEFL_awards@ets.org  
**Full Program:** [http://www.ets.org/portal/site/ets/menuitem.c988ba0e5dd572bada20bc47c3921509/?vgnextoid=1d9daf5e44df4010VgnVCM10000022f95190RCRD&vgnextchannel=367ed898c84f4010VgnVCM10000022f95190RCRD](http://www.ets.org/portal/site/ets/menuitem.c988ba0e5dd572bada20bc47c3921509/?vgnextoid=1d9daf5e44df4010VgnVCM10000022f95190RCRD&vgnextchannel=367ed898c84f4010VgnVCM10000022f95190RCRD)
SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides support for dissertation research that makes a significant and original contribution to knowledge about and/or the use and development of second/foreign language tests and testing. The award consists of $2,500, and a stipend to cover expenses, round-trip economy airfare, and hotel accommodations for two nights.

Sponsor: New York State Assembly  
Title: New York State Assembly Graduate Internship Program  
Tel: 518-455-4704  
Email: intern@assembly.state.ny.us  
Full Program: http://assembly.state.ny.us/internship/graduates/?sec=grad_main  
Deadline Note: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
Internships of $11,500 for six months are provided to graduate students or those who have recently graduated to work full-time from January through June on research or policy analysis with New York State Assembly leaders. Eligible applicants must be New York State residents or must attend a university in New York State.

Sponsor: Society for the Psychological Study of Social Issues  
Title: Applied Social Issues Internship  
Tel: 202-675-6956  
Email: awards@spssi.org  
Website: http://www.spssi.org/  
Full Program: http://www.spssi.org/ASIflyer.html  
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
Support is provided to college seniors, graduate students, and first-year post-doctorates to encourage social issues research that is conducted in cooperation with a community or government organization, public interest group or other not-for-profit entity that will benefit directly from the project. Awards range from $300 to $2,500.

Sponsor: Society for the Psychological Study of Social Issues  
Title: Grants-In-Aid Program  
Contact: Dr. Maureen O' Connor  
Tel: 202-675-6956  
Email: awards@spssi.org  
Website: http://www.spssi.org/  
Full Program: http://www.spssi.org/GIAflyer.html  
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor  
Deadline Note: Proposals for highly timely and event-oriented research may be submitted at any time during the year. They will be reviewed within one month of receipt on an ad hoc basis by the committee.
SYNOPSIS:
Support is provided for scientific research in social problem areas related to the sponsor's basic interests and goals. Up to $2,000 per grant is available, and up to $1,000 is available for graduate student research if the university will match the amount requested.

INTERNATIONAL & TRANSCULTURAL

**Sponsor:** TESOL International Research Foundation  
Title: Doctoral Dissertation Grants and Priority Research Grants  
Tel: 410-455-2622; 205-822-6800  
Email: tirf.research@ubc.ca  
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides doctoral dissertation and conventional research grants for research on priority topics, chosen by the Foundation, which vary year by year. Awards will range from $5,000 to $25,000 for research grants, and up to $5,000 for doctoral dissertation grants.

**Sponsor:** Ambassade de France  
Title: Ambassade de France Chateaubriand Scholarship Program  
Tel: (713) 985-3283  
Email: chateaubriand@frenchculture.org  
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
Sponsor offers support of €1,680 Euro a month for doctoral and 2026 Euro a month for post-doctoral fellows, plus a round-trip ticket and health insurance abroad. Applicants must be enrolled in American universities - PhD Candidates or Post docs – and should conduct research in a French laboratory (public or private) for a 6 to 12 month period.

**Sponsor:** American Council of Learned Societies  
Title: Andrew W. Mellon/ACLS Early Career Fellowships – Dissertation Completion Fellowships  
Contact: Saul Fisher, Director of Fellowship Programs  
Tel: 212-697-1505 (ext. 124)  
Email: sfisher@acls.org or grants@acls.org  
Website: [http://www.acls.org/ee.pdf](http://www.acls.org/ee.pdf)  
Full Program: [http://www.acls.org/ee.pdf](http://www.acls.org/ee.pdf)  
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
Support is provided for doctoral candidates writing or researching dissertations in the social sciences and humanities. $25,000 in funds are provided, plus up to $3,000 for research costs and up to $5,000 for university fees.
**Sponsor:** American Institute for Contemporary German Studies  
**Title:** DAAD/AICGS Research Fellowship Program  
**Tel:** 202-332-9312x125  
**Email:** kjager@aicgs.org  
**Full Program:** [http://www.aicgs.org/fellowships/daadfellowship.aspx](http://www.aicgs.org/fellowships/daadfellowship.aspx)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**
The sponsor provides a fellowship designed to bring scholars and specialists working on Germany, Europe, and/or transatlantic relations to AICGS for research stays of two months each. Fellowships include a monthly stipend of up to $4,600, depending on the seniority of the applicant.

---

**Sponsor:** American Institute for Economic Research  
**Title:** American Institute for Economic Research Summer Fellowships  
**Contact:** Susan Gillette, Asst. to the President  
**Tel:** 413-528-1216  
**Email:** fellowship@aier.org  
**Full Program:** [http://www.aier.org/programs/research_fellow.php](http://www.aier.org/programs/research_fellow.php)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**
Summer fellowships are awarded to graduating seniors applying to doctoral programs in economics or an affiliated program; and to students already enrolled in such programs. Awards provide room and board on the AIER campus in western Massachusetts.

---

**Sponsor:** American Research Center in Egypt  
**Title:** Fellowships for Research in Egypt  
**Tel:** 404-712-9854  
**Email:** arce@emory.edu  
**Full Program:** [http://www.arce.org/fellowships/funded_fellowships.html](http://www.arce.org/fellowships/funded_fellowships.html)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**
The sponsor offers fellowships for study in Egypt by students enrolled in doctoral programs at North American universities and by post-doctoral scholars and professionals affiliated with North American universities and research institutions. Depending on the source of funding, fellowships are granted for periods of between 3 and 12 months for the following fields of study: Archaeology, Architecture, Art, Economics, Egyptology, History, Humanistic Social Sciences, Humanities, Islamic Studies, Literature, Political Science, Religious Studies.

---

**Sponsor:** American Research Institute in Turkey  
**Title:** ARIT--Fellowships in the Humanities and Social Sciences in Turkey  
**Tel:** 212-257-7811  
**Email:** leinwand@sas.upenn.edu  
**Website:** [http://ccat.sas.upenn.edu/ARIT/ARITFellowships.htm](http://ccat.sas.upenn.edu/ARIT/ARITFellowships.htm)
SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor offers fellowships for scholars and advanced graduate students engaged in research on ancient, medieval, or modern times in Turkey, in any field of the humanities and social sciences.

**Sponsor:** The American Center of Oriental Research  
**Title:** ACOR--CAORC Fellowships  
**Tel:** 617-353-6571  
**Email:** acor@bu.edu  
**Full Program:** [http://www.bu.edu/acor/caorcpost07-08.htm](http://www.bu.edu/acor/caorcpost07-08.htm)  
**Deadline:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides support for six or more two- to six-month fellowships for pre-doctoral students and post-doctoral scholars. Fields of study include all areas of the humanities and the natural and social sciences. Topics should contribute to scholarship in Near Eastern studies. U.S. citizenship is required. Maximum award is $26,200.

**Sponsor:** Asian Cultural Council  
**Title:** ACC Humanities Fellowships  
**Tel:** 212-812-4300  
**Email:** acc@accny.org  
**Full Program:** [http://www.asianculturalcouncil.org/programs.html](http://www.asianculturalcouncil.org/programs.html)  
**Deadline Note:** Please confirm next year’s deadline dates with sponsor. Many of the ACC’s programs have a January 15 deadline with a few proposals being accepted in August.

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides support for American scholars, doctoral students, and specialists in the humanities undertaking research and study in South, Southeast, and East Asia. Applicants must be U.S. citizens or permanent residents. The sponsor also supports American and Asian scholars participating in conferences, exhibitions, visiting professorships, and similar projects. Grants range from one to nine months.

**Sponsor:** Baeck (Leo) Institute  
**Title:** Fritz Halbers Fellowship  
**Contact:** Dr. Frank Mecklenburg  
**Tel:** 212-744-6400  
**Email:** fmecklenburg@lbi.cjh.org; emusso@lbi.cjh.org  
**Full Program:** [http://www.lbi.org/halbers.html](http://www.lbi.org/halbers.html)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides financial assistance to scholars whose projects are connected with the culture and history of German-speaking Jewry. Eligible applicants are students
enrolled in a Ph.D. program at an accredited institution of higher education. The fellowships consist of an award, not exceeding $3,000, to be determined according to the requirements of the project.

**Sponsor:** Blakemore Foundation  
**Title:** Blakemore Fdt. Language Grants  
**Contact:** Griffith Way, Trustee  
**Tel:** (206) 359-8778  
**Email:** Blakemore@perkinscoie.com  
**Full Program:** [http://www.blakemorefoundation.org/](http://www.blakemorefoundation.org/)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**
Support is provided to applicants who are pursuing an academic, professional or business career that involves the regular use of a modern Asian language and who have a college undergraduate degree for a year of advanced language study at an educational institution in Asia. The award includes tuition, application fees, tutoring fees, round-trip airfare, and a stipend for living and related expenses.

**Sponsor:** Brookings Institution  
**Title:** Brookings Institution—Foreign Policy Studies Predoctoral Fellowship Program  
**Contact:** Anne Kramer  
**Tel:** 202/797-6156  
**Email:** akramer@brookings.edu  
**Full Program:** [http://www.brook.edu/admin/fellowships.htm](http://www.brook.edu/admin/fellowships.htm)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**
Support is provided to graduate students for resident fellowships for policy-oriented doctoral research in foreign policy. The fellowships are designed for doctoral candidates whose dissertation topics and career goals are directly related to public policy issues and thus to the major interests of the Institution. The fellowships carry a stipend of $22,000, payable on a twelve-month basis.

**Sponsor:** Canadian Embassy  
**Title:** Canadian Studies Graduate Student Fellowship Program  
**Tel:** 202-682-7727  
**Email:** AcademicRelations@CanadianEmbassy.org  
**Full Program:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**
Support is provided to doctoral students to promote research in the social science and humanities with a view to contributing to a better knowledge and understanding of Canada and its relationship with the United States and/or other countries. Funding is available for up to US$10,000. Eligible applicants are full-time doctoral students at accredited four-year U.S. and Canadian colleges and universities whose dissertations
are related in substantial part to the study of Canada, Canada/U.S. or Canada/North America. Candidates must be citizens or permanent residents of the United States and should have completed all doctoral requirements other than the dissertation when they apply for a grant.

**Sponsor:** Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies  
**Title:** CIUS--Helen Darcovich Memorial Doctoral Fellowship, Marusia and Michael Dorosh Master's Fellowship  
**Tel:** 780-492-2973  
**Email:** cius@ualberta.ca  
**Website:** www.cius.ca  
**Full Program:** [http://www.ualberta.ca/~cius/grants/darcovich-description.pdf](http://www.ualberta.ca/~cius/grants/darcovich-description.pdf)  
**Deadlines:** Please contact the sponsor for next spring’s deadline.

**SYNOPSIS:**
Support is provided for a doctoral fellowship on Ukrainian Canadian and Ukrainian topics in the following fields: education, history, law, humanities, arts, social sciences, women's studies, or library sciences. Support is also offered for Master's students writing their thesis on the preceding topics. Canadian citizens and permanent residents of Canada, who may hold the fellowship at any institution, and foreign students enrolled at the University of Alberta, will receive extra points.

**Sponsor:** Center for African Studies  
**Title:** Foreign Language and Area Studies Fellowships for Africa  
**Tel:** 217-333-6335  
**Email:** african@uiuc.edu  
**Website:** www.cius.ca  
**Full Program:** [http://www.afrst.uiuc.edu/AcademicFLAS07.htm](http://www.afrst.uiuc.edu/AcademicFLAS07.htm)  
**Deadlines:** Please contact the sponsor for next spring’s deadline.

**SYNOPSIS:**
The sponsor offers the fellowships for students interested in African Area Studies, including the study of an African language at the Masters and Doctoral levels at the University of Illinois.

**Sponsor:** Department of Education  
**Title:** OPE--Intl. /Foreign Program.--Foreign Language/Area Studies Fellowships  
**Tel:** 202-502-7700  
**Email:** OPE_IEGPS@ed.gov or OPE_NRC-FLAS@ed.gov  
**Website:** [http://www.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ope/iegps/index.html](http://www.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ope/iegps/index.html)  
**Deadline Note:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor.

**SYNOPSIS:**
The sponsor makes awards to institutions of higher education for fellowship assistance to meritorious students undergoing graduate training in modern foreign languages and related areas or international studies.
Title: OPE--Fulbright-Hays--Doctoral Dissertation Research Abroad Fellowship
Contact: Karla Ver Bryck Block
Tel: 202-502-7632
Email: karla.verbryckblock@ed.gov or ddra@ed.gov
Website: http://www.ed.gov/index.jhtml
Deadline Note: Please contact the sponsor for next year’s deadline information.

SYNOPSIS:
An estimated one hundred seventeen awards, ranging from $10,000 to $70,000 each are awarded to institutions of higher education to enable graduate students to engage in full-time dissertation research abroad in modern languages and area studies. Projects must focus on Africa, East Asia, Southeast Asia and the Pacific, South Asia, the Near East, East Central Europe and Eurasia, and the Western Hemisphere (Canada, Central and South America, Mexico, and the Caribbean).

Sponsor: DeGunzburg (Minda) Center for European Studies
Title: DeGunzburg Center—Graduate Fellowships
Contact: Ms. Christy Colburn
Tel: 617-495-4303 x221
Email: ccolburn@fas.harvard.edu
Full Program: http://www.ces.fas.harvard.edu/grants/
Deadline: Please contact the sponsor for next year’s deadline information.

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides funding for various purposes including travel grants and dissertation writing which focus on contemporary German and European topics. Eligible applicants are non-tenured persons who are teaching or are planning to teach at the university level in North America.

Sponsor: East-West Center
Title: Graduate Degree Fellowship
Tel: 808 944-7111
Email: scholarships@eastwestcenter.org
Website: http://www.eastwestcenter.org/semedu program.asp?program_ID=1&Topic=Student&Area=Education
Deadline: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor supports graduate study at the University of Hawaii to help promote understanding and cooperation among the governments and peoples, of Asia, the Pacific, and the U.S. through research, education and seminar programs. Fellowships for both master’s (twenty-four months) and doctoral (forty-eight months) degrees are available.

Sponsor: Educational Testing Service
Title: TOEFL Small Grants Program for Doctoral Research in Second or Foreign Language Assessment
Tel: 1-609-921-9000
SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides support for promising students working in the area of foreign/second language assessment to facilitate the timely completion of their dissertations. Eligible applicants are graduate students registered in doctoral programs within or outside the U.S. leading to a degree with a specialization in second or foreign language assessment.

Sponsor:  German Academic Exchange Service
Title:  A number of Scholarships
Tel:  212-758-3223
Email:  daadny@daad.org
Website:  http://www.daad.org/?p=46131
Deadlines:  Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
Scholarships support for undergraduate, graduate and doctoral students, German studies research grant, university summer course (aka Hochschulsommerkurse) to participate in three to four-week German studies and language courses at various German universities during the summer. Eligible applicants are students pursuing full-time study at U.S. or Canadian colleges and universities.

Sponsor:  Institute of Turkish Studies, Inc.
Title:  Institute of Turkish Studies Dissertation Writing Grants
Tel:  202-687-0295
Email:  dcc@turkishstudies.org
Full Program:  http://turkishstudies.org/grant.html
Deadlines:  Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor
SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor offers dissertation writing grants to graduate students in any field of the social sciences and/or humanities. Applicants must be US citizens or permanent residents at the time of the application and must be currently enrolled in a Ph.D. degree program in the United States. Applicants must also be expecting to complete all Ph.D. requirements except their dissertation by March 2007. These grants are intended for advanced students who have finished the research stage of their dissertation and they may not be used for dissertation research. Stipends generally range from $5,000 to $10,000.

Sponsor:  Institut Francais de Washington
Title:  Institut Francais de Washington Fellowship Programs
Contact:  Catherine A. Maley, President
Tel:  919-962-0154
SYNOPSIS:
Four fellowships of $1500 are offered for periods of at least two months for research in France in French studies in the areas of art, economics, history, history of science, linguistics, literature, and social sciences. Eligible applicants are individuals at the final stage of their Ph.D. dissertation, or those who have held the Ph.D. no longer than three years before the application deadline.

Sponsor:  Institute of International Education
Title: Fulbright Grants--Canada: Citibank Foundation Scholarship
Tel: 212-984-5330
Email: info@iie.org
Website: http://www.fulbright.ca
Deadline: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor
Note: In-school deadlines often precede this deadline. Please check with the TC Fulbright advisor.

SYNOPSIS:
Grants are intended for graduate students and junior professionals who wish to enroll in a graduate studies program, continue their current course of graduate study or research or pursue an independent research project for a period of nine months in Canada.

Sponsor:  International Research & Exchanges Board
Title: Individual Advanced Research Opportunities (IARO)
Tel: 202-628-8188
Email: iaro@irex.org
Full Program: http://www.irex.org/programs/iaro/index.asp
Deadline: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides fellowships to predoctoral and postdoctoral scholars from the United States for individual long-term research in Europe and Eurasia. Limited funding is available for cross-regional research in Turkey, Mongolia, and Iran for postdoctoral humanities scholars. Support is now available for master's level students to conduct research on policy relevant topics.

Sponsor:  Japan Foundation
Title: Doctoral Fellowships
Tel: 212-489-0299
e-mail: info@jfny.org
Website: http://www.jfny.org/applications.html
Full Program: http://www.jfny.org/DL/2006/18USApplicationInstructions.doc
Deadline: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor
The sponsor provides fellowship support to conduct research in Japan. The duration is four to fourteen months.

**Sponsor:** Japan Foundation  
**Title:** Language Study Program for Postgraduate Students  
**Tel:** 212-489-0299  
**E-mail:** info@jfny.org  
**Full Program:** [http://www.jfny.org/applications.html](http://www.jfny.org/applications.html)  
**Deadline:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**
The sponsor offers a two, six or nine month Japanese language program for foreign postgraduate students who are majoring in the social sciences or the humanities and who wish to improve their Japanese-language ability. Participants are required to already have basic Japanese-language proficiency.

**Sponsor:** Korea Foundation  
**Title:** Korean Language Training Fellowship  
**Tel:** +82-2-3463-5614  
**Email:** scholar@kf.or.kr  
**Full Program:** [http://www.kf.or.kr/eng/program/fellowship3.jsp](http://www.kf.or.kr/eng/program/fellowship3.jsp)  
**Website:** [http://www.kf.or.kr](http://www.kf.or.kr)  
**Deadline:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**
Support is provided for those majoring in liberal arts or social sciences, or serving in cultural/artistic professions that are related to Korea/Korean Studies who wish to learn the Korean language in Korea. The fellowship period is for six months. Candidates with a Master's degree and below receive a stipend of 800,000 won; doctoral candidates and above receive a stipend of 1,000,000 won.

**Sponsor:** Memorial Foundation for Jewish Culture  
**Title:** Community Service Scholarships  
**Contact:** Dr. Jerry Hochbaum  
**Tel:** 212-679-4074  
**Email:** jcult@aol.com  
**Full Program:** [www.mfjc.org/scholarship/community_services.pdf](http://www.mfjc.org/scholarship/community_services.pdf)  
**Deadline Note:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**
Support is provided for full-time students in recognized institutions of higher Jewish learning to prepare Soviet Jews to serve in the former Soviet Union. Scholarships are for one year and are renewable. The amount is open and depends on need, country in which the student will be trained, and other pertinent considerations.

**Sponsor:** National Federation of the Blind  
**Title:** NFB Scholarship for Blind Students  
**Contact:** Mrs. Peggy Elliott, Chairman  
**Tel:** 641-236-3366
SYNOPSIS:
The National Federation of the Blind has the largest scholarship program for legally blind post-secondary students in the country. The Federation grants thirty scholarships annually to legally blind persons in higher education from college freshmen to doctoral candidates. The scholarships range in value from $3,000 to $12,000. Previous applicants and winners are encouraged to apply.

Sponsor: National Science Foundation
Title: Dissertation Enhancement Projects
Tel: 703-292-8708
Email: intfl@nsf.gov
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides funding for doctoral dissertation research at overseas sites.

Sponsor: Rotary Foundation
Title: Multi-Year Ambassadorial Scholarship
Tel: 847-866-3000
Email: scholarshipinquiries@rotaryintl.org
Website: http://www.rotary.org/foundation/educational/amb_scho/prospect/index.html
Deadline Note: Deadlines vary by Rotary clubs. Please check with your local Rotary club (in your permanent/legal residence).

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides scholarships to further international understanding and friendly relations among people of different countries. Scholarship candidates must be citizens of a country in which there is a Rotary Club. Multi-Year Ambassadorial Scholarships are for two or three years of degree-oriented study in another country. A flat grant of US $12,000 or its equivalent will be provided per year to be applied toward the costs of a degree program.

Sponsor: Rotary Foundation
Title: Cultural Ambassadorial Scholarships
Tel: 847-866-3000
Email: scholarshipinquiries@rotaryintl.org
Website: http://www.rotary.org/foundation/educational/amb_scho/prospect/index.html
Deadline Note: Deadlines vary by Rotary clubs. Please check with your local Rotary club (in your permanent/legal residence).

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides scholarships to further international understanding and friendly relations among people of different countries. Scholarship candidates must be citizens
of a country in which there is a Rotary Club. Cultural Ambassadors Scholarships are for either three or six months of intensive language study and cultural immersion in another country and provide funds to cover round-trip transportation, language training expenses, and home stay living arrangements, not to exceed US $12,000 and US $19,000 respectively.

**Sponsor:** Rotary Foundation  
**Title:** World Peace Scholarships  
**Tel:** 847-866-3000  
**Full Program:** [http://www.rotary.org/foundation/educational/amb_scho/prospect/index.html](http://www.rotary.org/foundation/educational/amb_scho/prospect/index.html)  
**Deadlines:** Deadlines vary by Rotary clubs. Please check with your local Rotary club (in your permanent/legal residence).

**SYNOPSIS:**  
These scholarships offer individuals committed to peace and cooperation the opportunity to pursue a two-year master's-level degree in international studies, peace studies, and conflict resolution at one of the seven Rotary Centers. Scholarships will include tuition and required fees, room and board, transportation, and contingency expenses.

**Sponsor:** Rotary Foundation  
**Title:** Academic Year Ambassadorial Scholarship  
**Tel:** 847-866-3000  
**Email:** scholarshipinqueries@rotaryintl.org  
**Website:** [http://www.rotary.org/foundation/educational/amb_scho/prospect/index.html](http://www.rotary.org/foundation/educational/amb_scho/prospect/index.html)  
**Deadline Note:** Deadlines vary by Rotary clubs. Please check with your local Rotary club (in your permanent/legal residence).

**SYNOPSIS:**  
The sponsor provides scholarships to further international understanding and friendly relations among people of different countries. Scholarship candidates must be citizens of a country in which there is a Rotary Club. Academic-Year Ambassadorial Scholarships provide funding for one academic year (usually nine months) of study, specifically to cover round-trip transportation, tuition, room and board expenses, and some educational supplies, not to exceed US $25,000 or its equivalent.

**Sponsor:** Social Science Research Council  
**Title:** Berlin Program for Advanced German and European Studies  
**Tel:** +49-30-838-56671  
**Email:** bprogram@zedat.fu-berlin.de  
**Full Program:** [http://userpage.fu-berlin.de/~bprogram/](http://userpage.fu-berlin.de/~bprogram/)  
**Deadline:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**  
Support is provided to encourage the comparative and interdisciplinary study of the economic, political and social aspects of modern and contemporary German and European affairs. Citizens and permanent residents of the U.S. and Canada at the dissertation or postdoctoral level are eligible to apply. Awards are for a minimum of nine and a maximum of twelve months.
**Sponsor:** TIAA-CREF Institute  
**Title:** Ruth Simms Hamilton Research Fellowship  
**Tel:** 615-627-3830  
**Email:** cjohnson@spaprog.com  
**Full Program:** [http://www.tiaa-crefinstitute.org/awards/hamilton/index.html](http://www.tiaa-crefinstitute.org/awards/hamilton/index.html)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor  
**SYNOPSIS:**  
The fellowship will be awarded to graduate students enrolled in a social science field relating to the African Diaspora at an accredited U.S. college or university and will recognize cutting-edge, graduate-level research which furthers the study of the African Diaspora.

**Sponsor:** Tinker Foundation, Inc.  
**Title:** Field Research Grants  
**Tel:** 212-421-6858  
**Email:** tinker@tinker.org  
**Full Program:** [http://fdncenter.org/grantmaker/tinker/field.html](http://fdncenter.org/grantmaker/tinker/field.html)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor  
**SYNOPSIS:**  
The sponsor provides graduate students with travel funds (international and domestic) to Latin America, Spain and Portugal to acquire a comprehensive knowledge of language and culture, to gather research data and to develop contacts with scholars and institutions in their fields. The sponsor offers funding of $10,000 and $15,000 which must be matched dollar for dollar.

**Sponsor:** United States Institute of Peace  
**Title:** Jennings Randolph Program for International Peace: Dissertation Fellowship  
**Contact:**  
**Tel:** 202-429-3886  
**Email:** jrprogram@usip.org; fellows@usip.org  
**Full Program:** [http://www.usip.org/fellows/scholars.html](http://www.usip.org/fellows/scholars.html)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor  
**SYNOPSIS:**  
The sponsor supports doctoral dissertations that explore the sources and nature of international conflict, and strategies to prevent or end conflict and to sustain peace. Applicants must have completed all requirements for the degree except the dissertation by the commencement of the award. The award is $17,000 for one year and may be used to support writing or field research.

**Sponsor:** Weatherhead Center for International Affairs  
**Title:** Academy Scholars Program  
**Contact:** Beth Baiter, Program Coordinator  
**Tel:** 617-495-4432  
**Email:** bbaiter@wcfia.harvard.edu  
**Full Program:** [http://www.wcfia.harvard.edu/about/funding/st_harvardacademy.htm](http://www.wcfia.harvard.edu/about/funding/st_harvardacademy.htm)  
**Deadline Note:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor
SYNOPSIS:
Awards provide stipends of $28,000 for pre-doctoral scholars and $46,000 for postdoctoral scholars, of any nationality, who are pursuing a career involving both a social science discipline and an in-depth grounding in particular countries or regions outside the U.S. and Canada. The duration of the award is two years. Four to six scholars are named for the appointments.

Sponsor: Wenner-Gren Foundation
Title: Wadsworth International Fellowships
Tel: 212-683-5000
Email: inquiries@wennergren.org
Full Program: http://www.wennergren.org/programs/programs_show.htm?doc_id=368103&attrib_id=13232
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
Support of up to $17,500 per year for up to two years is provided for scholars and advanced students from countries in which anthropology or specific subfields of anthropology are underrepresented, who therefore seek additional training to enhance their skills or to develop new areas of expertise in anthropology.

Sponsor: Woodson (Carter G.) Institute
Title: Carter G. Woodson Institute—Pre-doctoral Fellowships
Tel: (434) 924-3109
Email: woodson@gwis.virginia.edu
Full Program: http://www.virginia.edu/woodson/programs/fellowships.html
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor.

SYNOPSIS:
In-residence pre-doctoral fellowships are offered for research on Race, Ethnicity, and Society in Africa and the Atlantic World (broadly defined as the African Diaspora). The two-year awards carry a stipend of $20,000 per year plus health insurance.

MATH SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

Sponsor: National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration/Department of Commerce
Title: Social Science Fellowships in the National Estuarine Research Reserve System
Contact: GRF Operations Center
Tel: 866-673-4737 or 202-331-3542
Email: erica.seiden@noaa.gov
Website: http://www.nerrs.noaa.gov/fellowship
Full Program: http://a257.g.akamaitech.net/7/257/2422/01jan20061800/edocket.access.gpo.gov/2006/E6-21450.htm
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor
SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor is offering five fellowships for masters and doctoral students to conduct social science research within the National Estuarine Research Reserve System. Funds will be provided to support research projects that will provide information needed by reserve management and coastal management decision-makers, and improve public awareness and understanding of estuarine ecosystems and estuarine management issues.

Sponsor: National Science Foundation
Title: Graduate Research Fellowships
Contact: GRF Operations Center
Tel: 866-673-4737 or 202-331-3542
Email: info@nsfgradfellows.org or help@nsfgradfellows.org
Full Program: www.nsf.gov/grfp
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor.

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides support for 3 years of advanced study to approximately 900 outstanding graduate students annually in all fields of science, mathematics, and engineering.

Sponsor: National Science Foundation
Title: Integrative Graduate Education and Research Training (IGERT)
Contact: Carol Van Hartesveldt
Tel: (703) 292-8696
Email: cvanhart@nsf.gov or info@nsf.gov
Website: http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=12759&org=NSF
Full Program: http://www.nsf.gov/crssprgm/igert/intro.jsp
Deadline: By invitation only

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides support for the development of innovative graduate education activities that are problem-based and will produce scientists and engineers who are prepared for a broad spectrum of career opportunities. IGERT considers proposals from institutions that offer doctoral degrees.

Sponsor: National Science Foundation
Title: Travel Grants for NATO Advanced Study Institutes
Contact: Shanelle G. Cash or Carolyn L. Piper
Tel: (703) 292-7415 or (703) 292-8697
Email: scash@nsf.gov or cpiper@nsf.gov
Full Program: http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=12801
Deadline: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides travel awards of $1000 each to enable United States graduate students and early post-docs to attend Advanced Study Institutes (ASI) sponsored by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), centered in Brussels.
**Sponsor:** National Science Foundation  
**Title:** NSF-NATO Postdoctoral Fellowships in Science and Engineering for Scientists and Engineers from NATO Partner Countries  
**Contact:** Carolyn Piper  
**Tel:** (703) 292-8697  
**Email:** cpiiper@nsf.gov  
**Full Program:** [http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=5255](http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=5255)  
**Deadline:** Proposals are due the second Tuesday in December, annually.

**SYNOPSIS:**  
The sponsor supports proposals for 12-month postdoctoral research fellowships from beginning scientists, mathematicians, and engineers. Awards are made to US institutions to host scientists from NATO Partner Countries (Albania, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Bulgaria, Croatia, Estonia, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova, Romania, Russian Federation, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Ukraine, and Uzbekistan).

**Sponsor:** Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education  
**Title:** Pre-Service Teacher Internships  
**Contact:** Cindy Musick  
**Tel:** 202-586-0987  
**Email:** Cindy.Musick@science.doe.gov  
**Full Program:** [http://www.scied.science.doe.gov/scied/PST/about.htm](http://www.scied.science.doe.gov/scied/PST/about.htm)  
**Website:** [http://www.orau.gov/orise/edu/DOE/gi-gugPSTI.htm](http://www.orau.gov/orise/edu/DOE/gi-gugPSTI.htm)  
**Deadline Note:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**  
The sponsor provides the opportunity to undergraduate and graduate students to participate in educational training and research related to preparation for teaching kindergarten through twelve science, mathematics and technology education. Appointments are for ten weeks in the summer. Stipends of $400 per week are available plus round trip costs for those living more than $50 miles from the site.

**ORGANIZATION & LEADERSHIP**

**Sponsor:** American Association of School Administrators  
**Title:** Educational Administration Scholarship Award  
**Tel:** 703-875-0706  
**Email:** skeller@aasa.org  
**Full Program:** [http://www.aasa.org/awards/content.cfm?ItemNumber=2175%20&CFID=7111068&CFTOKEN=8794a8932f2ea540-2B6CFB2B-1422-170C-B9C72FA3759EDAE4](http://www.aasa.org/awards/content.cfm?ItemNumber=2175%20&CFID=7111068&CFTOKEN=8794a8932f2ea540-2B6CFB2B-1422-170C-B9C72FA3759EDAE4)  
**Deadline:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor
SYNOPSIS:
Six graduate student scholarships are available in the amount of $2,000 each for outstanding graduate students who intend to pursue the public school superintendence as a career. Only one candidate may be submitted by each university, and they must be recommended by a dean and at least one faculty member, with supporting statements.

Sponsor: National Academic Advising Association
Title: Scholarships
Tel: 785-532-5717
Email: nacada@ksu.edu
Full Program: http://www.nacada.ksu.edu/Awards/Scholarship.htm
Deadline Note: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides support for scholarships that are presented to selected NACADA members who are pursuing graduate education at either the Master's or Ph.D. or Ed.D. level. The program supports a primary goal of the organization, which is to promote professional training of advisors. One $1,000 scholarship and four $500 scholarships may be awarded.

Sponsor: Association for Public Policy Analysis and Management
Title: Ph.D. Dissertation Award
Tel: 202-496-0130
Email: appam@appam.org
Full Program: http://www.appam.org/awards/phd.asp
Deadline: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor seeks to recognize emergent scholars in the field of public policy and management by presenting an award for the best Ph.D. dissertation in public policy and management. Dissertations from any discipline are acceptable as long as they deal substantively with public policy issues and are nominated through an institutional member of the sponsor's organization.

Sponsor: National Academic Advising Association
Title: Research Grants
Tel: 785-532-5717
Email: nacada@ksu.edu
Full Program: http://www.nacada.ksu.edu/Awards/Grants.htm
Deadline: Please contact the sponsor for the next deadline date.

SYNOPSIS:
Support is provided for academic advising-related research. Faculty advisors, practicing professionals and graduate students seeking support for dissertation research are eligible. Grant awards can be up to $5,000.

Sponsor: National Academic Advising Association
Title: Student Research Awards
Tel: 785-532-5717
Email: nacada@ksu.edu  
Full Program: http://www.nacada.ksu.edu/Awards/Student_Research.htm  
Deadline: Please contact the sponsor for next spring’s deadline date.

SYNOPSIS: 
The sponsor provides support for an award presented to recognize student research that significantly adds to the body of knowledge on academic advising. The award is $500 and a plaque.

Sponsor: National Institutes of Health  
Title: Senior Commissioned Officer Student Training & Extern Program  
Tel: 1-800-279-1605/240-453-6125  
E-mail: PHS@hhs.gov  
Deadline: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS: 
The sponsor provides the Senior Commissioned Officer Student Training and Extern Program (SRCOSTEP) to assist students financially during their final academic year of their qualifying degree in return for an agreement to work for the PHS Commissioned Corps after graduation for twice the time sponsored. Eligible applicants must be free of any obligation or commitment that would conflict with extended active duty as a commissioned officer in the PHS.

DISABILITIES

Sponsor: National Federation of the Blind  
Title: Sally S. Jacobsen Scholarship  
Contact: Mrs. Peggy Elliott, Chairman  
Tel: 641-236-3366  
Full Program: http://www.nfb.org/services/schlprg02.htm  
Deadline: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS: 
One scholarship is awarded to a legally blind scholar, pursuing or planning to pursue a full-time, post-secondary course of study. Previous applicants and winners are encouraged to apply.

Sponsor: National Federation of the Blind  
Title: NFB Educator of Tomorrow Award  
Contact: Mrs. Peggy Elliott, Chairman  
Tel: 641-236-3366  
Full Program: http://www.nfb.org/services/schlprg02.htm  
Deadline: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS: 
One scholarship of $3,000 is awarded to a legally blind student planning a career in elementary, secondary, or post-secondary teaching. Eligible applicants must be
pursuing or planning to pursue a full-time, post-secondary course of study. Previous applicants and winners are encouraged to reapply.

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health  
**Title:** NIH Predoctoral Fellowship Awards for Students with Disabilities (F31)  
**Contact:** Walter T. Schaffer, Ph.D.  
**Tel:** 301-435-2687  
**Email:** ws11g@nih.gov  
**Full Program:** [http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-00-068.html](http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-00-068.html)  
**Deadline note:** Please confirm the next deadline date with the sponsor.

**SYNOPSIS:**  
The sponsor provides support for students with disabilities to undertake research training leading to the Ph.D. (or equivalent research degree), or the combined M.D. /Ph.D. degree (or other combined professional research doctoral degrees) in the biomedical or behavioral sciences. Eligible candidates must be citizens or non-citizen nationals of the United States, or have been lawfully admitted to the United States for permanent residence. The F31 award mechanism will be used.

**JUDAIC STUDIES**

**Sponsor:** American Jewish Archives  
**Title:** AJA—Marcus Center’s Fellowships  
**Contact:** Lisa Frankel, Director of Programs and Administration  
**Tel:** 513-221-7444, ext. 3218  
**Email:** lfrankel@huc.edu  
**Full Program:** [http://www.americanjewisharchives.org/aja/programs/index.html](http://www.americanjewisharchives.org/aja/programs/index.html)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**  
Support is provided for in-residence fellowships for research or writing relating to the history of North American Jewry. The stipend will be sufficient to cover transportation and living expenses while in residence in Cincinnati. Duration is one month. Applicants are postdoctoral candidates, Ph.D. candidates who are completing dissertations, and senior or independent scholars.

**Sponsor:** American Jewish Archives  
**Title:** Ethel Marcus Memorial Fellowship  
**Contact:** Lisa Frankel, Director of Programs and Administration  
**Tel:** 513-221-7444, ext. 3218  
**Email:** lfrankel@huc.edu  
**Full Program:** [http://www.americanjewisharchives.org/aja/programs/index.html](http://www.americanjewisharchives.org/aja/programs/index.html)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**  
Support is provided for in-residence fellowships for research or writing at the American Jewish Archives in Cincinnati, Ohio. The stipend will be sufficient to cover transportation
and living expenses while in residence in Cincinnati. Duration is one month. Applicants are postdoctoral candidates, Ph.D. candidates who are completing dissertations, and senior and independent scholars.

**Sponsor:** American Jewish Archives  
**Title:** AJA--Rabbi Levi A. Olan Memorial Fellowship  
**Tel:** 513-221-7444, ext. 3218  
**Email:** lfrankel@huc.edu  
**Full Program:** http://www.americanjewisharchives.org/aja/programs/index.html  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**  
Support is provided for in-residence fellowships for research or writing at the American Jewish Archives in Cincinnati, Ohio. The stipend will be sufficient to cover transportation and living expenses while in residence in Cincinnati. Duration is one month. Eligible applicants are postdoctoral candidates, Ph.D. candidates who are completing dissertations, and senior or independent scholars.

**Sponsor:** Aspen Institute  
**Title:** Nonprofit Sector Research Fund -- William Randolph Hearst Endowed Fellowship for Minority Students  
**Tel:** 202-736-5800  
**Email:** nsrf@aspeninstitute.org or hearstinfo@aspeninstitute.org  
**Website:** http://www.aspeninstitute.org  
**Full Program:** http://www.nonprofitresearch.org/newsletter1530/newsletter_list.htm?section=William%20Randolph%20Hearst%20Endowed%20Fellowship%20for%20Minority%20Students  
**Deadline:** Three times a year

**SYNOPSIS:**  
Support is provided to researchers currently engaged in the study of the nonprofit sector, and also from scholars grounded in academic disciplines (e.g., economics, political science, sociology, law, public policy, history, management, etc.,) who are new to nonprofit research.

**Sponsor:** Center for Judaic Studies  
**Title:** Jewish and Other Imperial Cultures in Late Antiquity: Literary, Social, and Material Histories  
**Contact:** Administrator  
**Tel:** 215-238-1290  
**Email:** allenshe@sas.upenn.edu  
**Full Program:** http://www.cjs.upenn.edu/program/2007-2008/announce.htm  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**  
The sponsor invites applications from post-doctoral candidates, including outstanding graduate students in the final stage of writing their dissertations. Stipend amounts are based on a fellow’s academic standing and financial need with a maximum of $40,000 for the academic year. A contribution may also be made towards travel expenses.
Sponsor: Lady Davis Fellowship Trust  
Title: Lady Davis Fellowship Trust--Graduate Fellowships  
Contact: M. Mark Sopher, Executive Secretary  
Tel: 972-2-651-2306  
Email: LDFT@vms.huji.ac.il  
Full Program: http://ldft.huji.ac.il/upload/info/  
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor  
Deadline Note: The deadline date for the graduate fellowships, postdoctoral programs and doctoral fellows differ. Contact sponsor to confirm the deadlines for the specific program.

SYNOPSIS:  
Fellowships of nine to twelve months are provided to graduate students to study at either the Hebrew University or the Technion, in Israel. Candidates may be of any nationality.

Sponsor: National Foundation for Jewish Culture  
Title: NFJC--Doctoral Dissertation Fellowships in Jewish Studies  
Contact: Grants Administrator  
Tel: 212-629-0500, ext. 215  
Email: Grants@JewishCulture.org  
Full Program: http://www.jewishculture.org/doc_diss/jewish_scholarship_dd.html  
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor  

SYNOPSIS:  
The sponsor provides support for one-year fellowships to graduate students to encourage scholarly research, publication, and teaching in the various disciplines of Jewish Studies. Eligible applicants are citizens or permanent residents of the U.S. who have completed all requirements for the doctoral degree except the dissertation. Awards typically range from $8,000 to $10,000.

Sponsor: Wilson (Woodrow) National Fellowship Foundation  
Title: Woodrow Wilson Charlotte Newcombe Doctoral Dissertation Fellowships  
Contact: Sheila Walker, Program Associate  
Tel: 609-452-7007, ext. 131.  
Email: charlotte@woodrow.org  
Full Program: http://www.woodrow.org/newcombe/CWNcommittee.php  
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor  

SYNOPSIS:  
The sponsor offers support for the writing stage of dissertations pertaining to issues of ethical or religious values in all fields of humanities and social sciences. Fellows will receive $18,500 for 12 months of full-time dissertation writing. Approximately 28 non-renewable fellowships will be awarded from among more than 400 applications. Graduate schools will be asked to waive tuition for Newcombe Fellows. Open to US citizens as well as foreign citizens studying in the US.
MINORITIES

Sponsor: The Ford Foundation
Title: Ford Foundation Fellowships for Minorities
Tel: 202-334-2872
Email: infotell@nas.edu
Full Program: http://nationalacademies.org/fellowships
Deadline Note: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides support for minority students planning a career in teaching and research at the college or university level. Approximately 60 predoctoral, 35 dissertation, and 20 postdoctoral fellowships are awarded yearly.

Sponsor: American Anthropological Association
Title: Minority Dissertation Fellowship
Contact: Kathleen Terry-Sharp
Tel: 703-528-1902
Email: academic@aaanet.org
Full Program: http://www.aaanet.org/committees/minority/minordis.htm
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor invites minority doctoral candidates in anthropology to apply for a full-year dissertation fellowship of $10,000. This program is designed to demonstrate the sponsor's support for promising minority graduate students in anthropology and to demonstrate its commitment to the long-range goal of increasing diversity in the discipline. African American, Alaskan Native, American Indian or Native American, Asian American, Latino/a, Chicano/a, and Pacific Islander doctoral students who have been admitted to degree candidacy are urged to apply.

Sponsor: Bread and Roses Community Fund
Title: Lax Scholarship Fund
Tel: 215-731-1107
Email: info@breadrosesfund.org or lax@breadrosesfund.org
Full Program: http://www.breadrosesfund.org/index.cfm?organization_id=75&section_id=1102&page_id=4519
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor awards scholarships for the express purpose of encouraging gay men to obtain additional education, aspire to positions in which they contribute to society, be open about their sexual preference, and act as role models for other gay men with similar potential. This scholarship has specific geographic requirements. Please check your eligibility with the sponsor.
**Sponsor:** National Association of School Psychologists  
**Title:** Minority Scholarship Program  
**Contact:** Katie Britton  
**Tel:** 301-347-1641  
**Email:** kbritton@naspweb.org  
**Full Program:** [http://www.nasponline.org/about_nasp/minority.html](http://www.nasponline.org/about_nasp/minority.html)  
**Deadline Note:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**
The sponsor provides a scholarship to help foster and encourage diversity in the profession of school psychology. Applicants must be a member of one of the following minority groups: black/African American; American Indian or Alaskan Native; Asian and Pacific Islander; or Hispanic.

**Sponsor:** National Gay and Lesbian Task Force  
**Title:** Vaid Fellowships  
**Tel:** 202.393.5177  
**Email:** jciancio@thetaskforce.org or thetaskforce@thetaskforce.org  
**Full Program:** [http://thetaskforce.org/about_us/interns_and_fellows/vaid_fellows](http://thetaskforce.org/about_us/interns_and_fellows/vaid_fellows)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**
This program supports and recognizes the leadership of people of color and other emerging leaders in public policy, legal and social science research.

**Sponsor:** African American Success Foundation, Inc.  
**Title:** Lydia Donaldson Tutt-Jones Memorial Research Grant  
**Contact:** Cynthia Wilson  
**Tel:** 954-792-1117  
**Email:** info@blacksuccessfoundation.org  
**Full Program:** [http://www.blacksuccessfoundation.org/lcdtj%20research%20grant.htm](http://www.blacksuccessfoundation.org/lcdtj%20research%20grant.htm)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**
The sponsor provides a grant in the amount of $2,000 to support research that identifies attitudinal and behavioral contributors to African American academic success. The interest is to increase the body of knowledge about African American students who are excelling in school to aid in the replication of that success for others. Focus may be upon student or parental variables, or both.

**Sponsor:** American Association of University Women Educational Foundation  
**Title:** AAUW International Fellowships  
**Tel:** 319-337-1716 x60  
**Email:** aauw@act.org  
**Full Program:** [http://www.aauw.org/fga/fellowships_grants/international.cfm](http://www.aauw.org/fga/fellowships_grants/international.cfm)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor
SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides support for full-time study or research at accredited institutions for women who are not U.S. citizens or permanent residents. Both graduate and postgraduate studies are supported. Fellowship stipends range from $18,000 to $30,000. Fifty-eight fellowships will be awarded.

**Sponsor:** American Educational Research Association  
**Title:** Minority Fellowship Program  
**Contact:** AERA’s Professional Development Office  
**Tel:** 202-223-9485, ext. 105  
**Full Program:** [http://www.aera.net/fellowships/?id=88](http://www.aera.net/fellowships/?id=88)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor offers up to three doctoral fellowships to enhance the competitiveness of outstanding minority scholars for academic appointments at major research universities by supporting them conducting research and by providing mentoring and guidance towards completion of their doctoral studies. Fellows will receive a one year stipend of $12,000 and up to $1,000 in travel support to attend the AERA Annual Meeting.

**Sponsor:** American Indian Graduate Center  
**Title:** Fellowships for American Indians  
**Tel:** 505-881-4584 or 1-800-628-1920  
**Email:** aigc@aigc.com  
**Full Program:** [http://www.aigcs.org/scholarships/index.asp](http://www.aigcs.org/scholarships/index.asp)  
**Deadlines:** Please contact the sponsor regarding deadlines for a specific fellowship

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides support to assist American Indian college graduates who want to continue their education at the master’s, doctorate, or professional degree level, and need financial support. Eligible applicants are members of a federally recognized American Indian tribe or Alaskan Native group. Award amounts are dependent on financial need.

**Sponsor:** American Physiological Society  
**Title:** William T. Porter Minority Fellowship in Physiology Award  
**Contact:** Education Office  
**Tel:** 301-634-7118  
**Email:** awards@the-aps.org  
**Full Program:** [http://www.theaps.org/awards/student.htm#Porter](http://www.theaps.org/awards/student.htm#Porter)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
Fellowships are available to support the training of talented minority students entering a career in physiology. Applicants must be U.S. citizens or permanent residents, and be currently enrolled in a graduate program in physiology. Stipends will be $20,772 for one year.
Sponsor: American Psychiatric Association  
Title: APA Program for Minority Research Training in Psychiatry  
Contact: Ernesto A. Guerra  
Tel: 800-852-1390  
Email: eguerra@psych.org  
Full Program: http://www.psych.org/research/APIRE/pmrtp5302.cfm?pf=y  
Deadline note: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor.

SYNOPSIS:  
The sponsor provides support to increase the number of underrepresented minority men and women in the field of psychiatry research. Stipends are dependent upon the level of the applicant's research, and are as follows: $19,968 for medical students, $45,048 to $46,992 for residents and up to $51,036 for post-residency fellows.

Sponsor: American Sociological Association  
Title: Minority Fellowship Program  
Tel: 202-383-9005  
Email: minority.affairs@asanet.org  
Full Program: http://www.asanet.org/page.ww?section=Funding&name=Minority+Fellowship+Program  
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:  
The sponsor provides support for the development and training of minority sociologists in mental health. Applicants can be new or continuing graduate students. An annual stipend of $20,772 is provided.

Sponsor: Aspen Institute  
Title: Aspen Institute--William Randolph Hearst Endowed Minority Scholarship  
Contact: John Russell, Program Coordinator  
Tel: 202-736-5800  
Email: hearstinfo@aspeninstitute.org  
Full Program: http://www.nonprofitresearch.org/newsletter1530/newsletter_list.htm?section=William%20Randolph%20Hearst%20Endowed%20Fellowship%20for%20Minority%20Students  
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:  
Scholarships ranging from $2,500 to $5,000 are provided to minority undergraduate or graduate students for research in areas related to nonprofit issues. Applicants must be able to spend ten to twelve weeks during the summer in Washington, D.C.

Sponsor: Association on American Indian Affairs  
Title: Sequoyah Graduate Fellowship  
Contact: Lisa Wyzlic  
Tel: 240-314-7155  
Email: lw.aaiia@verizon.net  
Full Program: http://www.indian-affairs.org/scholarships/sequoyah.htm
SYNOPSIS:
Support is provided to American Indian and Alaskan Native full-time students who are working toward a graduate degree to enable them to pursue their degree. Applicants must be at least one quarter degree Indian blood and from a federally recognized tribe.

**Sponsor:** Association on American Indian Affairs  
**Title:** Displaced Homemaker Scholarships  
**Contact:** Lisa Wyzlic  
**Tel:** 240-314-7155  
**Email:** lw.aaiia@verizon.net  
**Full Program:** [http://www.indian-affairs.org/scholarships/displaced_homemakers.htm](http://www.indian-affairs.org/scholarships/displaced_homemakers.htm)

**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor.

SYNOPSIS:
Support is provided to displaced homemakers, both men and women, who are unable to fulfill their educational goals. Applicants must be at least one quarter degree Indian blood and from a federally recognized tribe.

**Sponsor:** Chiang Ching-kuo Foundation for International Scholarly Exchange  
**Title:** Dissertation Fellowships for R.O.C. Students Abroad  
**Tel:** 703-903-7460  
**Email:** cckfnao@aol.com  
**Full Program:** [http://www.cckf.org/e-americaDG.htm](http://www.cckf.org/e-americaDG.htm)

**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor.

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides fellowships of up to $15,000 Chinese students abroad to help finance the completion of dissertations in the humanities and social sciences. Only students who have graduated from accredited universities or colleges in the Republic of China and who do not have foreign permanent residence status or citizenship are eligible to apply.

**Sponsor:** Council on Social Work Education  
**Title:** CSWE--Mental Health and Substance Abuse Clinical Fellowship Program  
**Tel:** 703-683-8080  
**Email:** mfp@cswe.org  
**Website:** [http://www.cswe.org/](http://www.cswe.org/)

**Full Program:** [http://www.cswe.org/CSWE/scholarships/](http://www.cswe.org/CSWE/scholarships/)

**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline date with the sponsor.

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides support to equip ethnic minority individuals for the provision of leadership, teaching, consultation, training, policy development, and administration in mental health and/or substance abuse programs. Eligible applicants are minority American citizens or permanent residents who have a master's degree in social work.
**Sponsor:** Indian Health Service  
**Title:** Indian Health Professions Scholarship Program  
**Contact:** Eric Pinto  
**Tel:** 301-443-6197  
**E-mail:** epinto@na.ihs.gov  
**Full Program:** [http://www.ihs.gov/JobsCareerDevelop/DHPS/Scholarships/Scholarship_Applications.asp](http://www.ihs.gov/JobsCareerDevelop/DHPS/Scholarships/Scholarship_Applications.asp)

**Deadline note:** Please confirm the February deadline with the sponsor.

**SYNOPSIS:**
Support is provided for American Indians and Alaska Natives enrolled in health professions and allied health professions programs. Support is limited to four years for full-time students and eight years for part-time students.

**Sponsor:** Japanese American Citizens League  
**Title:** Mike M. Masaoka Fellowship  
**Tel:** 415-921-5225  
**Email:** vpoperations@jacl.org  
**Website:** [http://www.jacl.org/leadership_development_4.php](http://www.jacl.org/leadership_development_4.php)

**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**
The major purpose of the Fund is to develop leaders for public service. The Mike M. Masaoka Congressional Fellow serves for approximately three months (September-December or February-May) in the Washington, DC office of a member of Congress in either the U.S. House of Representatives or the U.S. Senate. The Member of Congress and the award recipient will select the term during which the Fellowship will take place.

**Sponsor:** National Hispanic Scholarship Fund  
**Title:** College Scholarship Program  
**Tel:** 877-473-4636  
**Email:** info@hsf.net  
**Website:** [http://www.hsf.net/scholarships/programs/College_Programs/#grads](http://www.hsf.net/scholarships/programs/College_Programs/#grads)

**Full Program:** [http://www.hsf.net/scholarships/programs/co-programs/College/](http://www.hsf.net/scholarships/programs/co-programs/College/)

**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**
Support is provided to help Hispanic-American college students complete their education. The scholarships are available on a competitive basis for community college, four-year College, and graduate students of Hispanic heritage. Awards generally range from $1000 to $3,000.

**Sponsor:** National Institutes of Health  
**Title:** NIH Predoctoral Fellowship Awards for Minority Students (F31)  
**Contact:** Dr. Walter T. Schaffer, Ph.D.  
**Tel:** 301-435-2687  
**Email:** ws11g@nih.gov  
**Full Program:** [http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-00-069.html](http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-00-069.html)
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides support for minority students to undertake research training leading to the Ph.D. or equivalent research degree; the combined M.D./Ph.D. degree; or other combined professional degree and research doctoral degree in the biomedical, behavioral sciences, or health services research. Eligible applicants must be citizens or non-citizen nationals of the United States, or have been lawfully admitted to the United States for permanent residence. The F31 award mechanism will be used.

Sponsor: National Institute of Mental Health
Title: NIMH--Underrepresented Minority Dissertation Research Grants in Mental Health
Contact: Walter Goldschmidt
Tel: 301-443-3563
Email: wgoldsch@mail.nih.gov
Deadlines: Three times annually

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides support to stimulate and encourage underrepresented minority doctoral candidates to pursue research careers in any area relevant to mental health and/or mental disorders. The student must be a citizen or non-citizen national of the United States or have been lawfully admitted for permanent residence.

Sponsor: National Research Council
Title: NRC--Ford Foundation Predoctoral Fellowships for Minorities
Tel: 202-334-2872
Email: infofell@nas.edu
Full Program: http://www7.nationalacademies.org/FORDfellowships/fordpredoc.html
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides predoctoral fellowships to members of minority groups whose under-representation in the professoriate has been severe and long-standing. Eligible to apply are citizens or nationals of the United States. The award provides an annual stipend of $16,000 and an institutional award to be accepted in lieu of tuition and fees of $7,500. Awards are made for three years.

Sponsor: National Research Council
Title: NRC--Ford Foundation Dissertation Fellowships for Minorities
Tel: 202-334-2872
Email: infofell@nas.edu
Full Program: http://www7.nationalacademies.org/fellowships/index.html
Website: http://www7.nationalacademies.org/FORDfellowships/forddiss.html
Deadline Note: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor
SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides support for dissertation completion fellowships to members of six minority groups whose under-representation in the professoriate has been severe and long-standing. Eligibility to apply in the dissertation fellowship competition is limited to citizens or nationals of the United States. Awards provide a stipend of $24,000, and expenses paid to attend conferences. The tenure will be no less than nine months and no more than twelve months.

**Sponsor:** National Society Daughters of the American Revolution  
**Title:** Frances Crawford Marvin American Indian Scholarship  
**Tel:** 202-628-1776  
**Full Program:** [http://www.dar.org/natsociety/edout_scholar.cfm](http://www.dar.org/natsociety/edout_scholar.cfm)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor awards this scholarship to Native Americans. All awards are judged based on financial need and academic achievement. The amount of scholarship is based on total return of the endowment, and may vary year to year.

**Sponsor:** Smithsonian Institution  
**Title:** Native American Internship Program  
**Contact:** Pamela Hudson, Program Manager  
**Tel:** 202-275-0655  
**Email:** hudsonp@si.edu  
**Website:** [http://www.si.edu/ofg/ofgapp.htm](http://www.si.edu/ofg/ofgapp.htm)  
**Full Program:** [http://www.si.edu/ofg/Applications/NAP/NAPapp.htm](http://www.si.edu/ofg/Applications/NAP/NAPapp.htm)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
Internships are available for Native American students who wish to pursue projects related to Native American topics and using Native American resources at the Smithsonian. Awards provide stipends of $400 per week for ten weeks, plus a travel allowance.

**Sponsor:** Smithsonian Institution  
**Title:** Smithsonian--Native American Community Scholar Awards  
**Contact:** Pamela Hudson, Program Manager  
**Tel:** 202-275-0655  
**Email:** hudsonp@si.edu  
**Full Program:** [http://www.si.edu/ofg/ofgapp.htm](http://www.si.edu/ofg/ofgapp.htm)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor  
**Deadline Note:** The February 1 deadline is for summer (starting June 1) and fall (starting October 1) internships. The October 1 deadline is for spring (starting February 1) internships.

SYNOPSIS:
Awards enable Native American scholars who are formally or informally related to a Native American community or tribe, to undertake individually designed research projects related to Native American topics, using the sponsor’s Native American resources.
**Sponsor:** Smithsonian Institution  
**Title:** Smithsonian--Native American Visiting Student Awards  
**Tel:** 202-275-0655  
**Email:** siofg@ofg.si.edu  
**Full Program:** [http://www.si.edu/ofg/ofgapp.htm](http://www.si.edu/ofg/ofgapp.htm)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor  
**Deadline Note:**  
The February 1 deadline is for summer (starting June 1) and fall (starting October 1) internships. The October 1 deadline is for spring (starting February 1) internships.

**SYNOPSIS:**  
Awards support Native American students currently enrolled in an advanced graduate program to pursue independently designed research projects in association with the staff at the sponsor's facilities. Awards provide a stipend of $100 per day for up to 21 days and $400 per week for 3 to 10 weeks, travel allowance, and a small research allowance.

**Sponsor:** Smithsonian Institution  
**Title:** Smithsonian--Minority Internships  
**Contact:** Pamela Hudson, Program Manager  
**Tel:** 202-275-0655  
**Email:** hudsonp@si.edu  
**Full Program:** [http://www.si.edu/ofg/Applications/MIP/MIPapp.htm](http://www.si.edu/ofg/Applications/MIP/MIPapp.htm)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor  
**Deadline Note:**  
The February 1 deadline is for Summer and Fall. The October 1 deadline is for Spring internships.

**SYNOPSIS:**  
Internships are available to minority undergraduate and graduate students who are underrepresented in Smithsonian scholarly programs, to pursue research conducted at the institution. Awards provide stipends of $400 per week for ten weeks.

**Sponsor:** Smithsonian Institution  
**Title:** Smithsonian--National Museum of the American Indian--Internship Program  
**Contact:** Internship Coordinator  
**Tel:** 301-238-6624  
**Email:** interns@si.edu  
**Website:** [www.americanindian.si.edu](http://www.americanindian.si.edu)  
**Full Program:** [http://www.si.edu/ofg/intern.htm#inmai](http://www.si.edu/ofg/intern.htm#inmai)  
**Deadlines:** Four times a year

**SYNOPSIS:**  
The sponsor provides support for Native American students and scholars, currently enrolled in an undergraduate or graduate program to pursue directed research projects using the sponsors Native American-related resources. Stipends are $300 per week for ten week periods, with an additional travel allowance.
Sponsor: Presbyterian Church (USA)
Title: Native American Education Grant
Contact: Frances Cook
Tel: 888-728-7228, ext. 5778
Email: fcook@ctr.pcusa.org
Full Program: http://www.pcusa.org/financialaid/programs/nativeamericanedugrant.htm
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides grants to Native American students enrolled full time at an accredited institution in the United States. Awards range from $200 to $3,000.

Sponsor: Korean American Scholarship Foundation
Title: Eastern Region Scholarship
Contact: Dr. Patrick Lee / Mr. Young Cho
Tel: 301-593-4900
Email: eastern@kasf.org
Full Program: http://www.kasf.org/home/about_set.html
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides scholarships to Korean American students on the basis of financial need, academic achievement, school activities, and community service.

WOMEN

Sponsor: American Association of University Women Educational Foundation
Title: AAUW American Fellowships--Dissertation Fellowships
Tel: 319-337-1716, ext. 60
Email: aauw@act.org
Full Program: http://www.aauw.org/fga/fellowships_grants/american.cfm
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides support for women doctoral candidates completing dissertations. Applicants must be U.S. citizens or permanent residents. Awards of $20,000 for one year are available.

Sponsor: American Association of University Women Educational Foundation
Title: AAUW International Fellowships
Tel: 319-337-1716, ext. 60
Email: aauw@act.org
Full Program: http://www.aauw.org/fga/fellowships_grants/international.cfm
Deadlines: Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides support for full-time study or research at accredited institutions for
women who are not U.S. citizens or permanent residents. Both graduate and postgraduate studies are supported. Fellowship stipends range from $18,000 to $30,000. Fifty-eight fellowships will be awarded.

**Sponsor:** American Association of University Women Educational Foundation  
**Title:** AAUW Career Development Grants  
**Tel:** 319-337-1716, ext. 60  
**Email:** aauw@act.org  
**Full Program:** [http://www.aauw.org/fga/fellowships_grants/career_development.cfm](http://www.aauw.org/fga/fellowships_grants/career_development.cfm)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**  
The sponsor provides support for women currently holding a bachelor's degree who are preparing to advance their careers, change careers, or re-enter the workforce. Applicants must be U.S. citizens or permanent residents. Grants range from $2,000 to $8,000 for one year.

**Sponsor:** Australian Federation of University Women  
**Title:** AFUW-QLD Commemorative Fellowships  
**Contact:** Fellowship Convener  
**Tel:** 61-7-3371 1758  
**Email:** applications@afuwfellowships.com  
**Website:** [http://www.afuw.org.au/SshipFS.htm](http://www.afuw.org.au/SshipFS.htm)  
**Full Program:** [http://www.afuwfellowships.com/welcome-f.html](http://www.afuwfellowships.com/welcome-f.html)  
**Deadlines:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**  
Fellowships are awarded to women for postgraduate study in a wide range of disciplines (marine biology, architecture, law, literature, radiography, sports psychology, social work, archaeology, economics, occupational therapy, and management). The value of the Fellowships is equivalent to Australian Postgraduate Award ($17,609 in year 2002) for a period of one year.

**Sponsor:** Business & Professional Women's Foundation  
**Title:** Career Advancement Scholarship  
**Tel:** 202-293-1100  
**Email:** bpwfoundation@act.org  
**Full Program:** [http://www.bpwusa.org/i4a/pages/index.cfm?pageid=3381](http://www.bpwusa.org/i4a/pages/index.cfm?pageid=3381)  
**Deadline Note:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

**SYNOPSIS:**  
The sponsor provides scholarship support to assist women who are twenty-five years of age or older with critical financial need to seek the education necessary to enter, re-enter, or advance within the work force.

**Sponsor:** International Federation of University Women  
**Title:** IFUW—Marjorie Shaw International Fellowship  
**Tel:** +41 22 731 23 80  
**Email:** ifuw@ifuw.org
SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor offers support to women members of the IFUW. The sponsor aims to provide support for women postgraduates wishing to study or undertake research in Great Britain. The fellowship is intended to enhance the original research or scholarship on which the student is already engaged.

**Sponsor:** International Federation of University Women  
**Title:** IFUW—Ruth Bowden Fellowship  
**Tel:** +41 22 731 23 80  
**Email:** ifuw@ifuw.org  
**Full Program:** http://www.ifuw.org/fellowships/international.htm  
**Deadline Note:** Please confirm the deadline with the sponsor

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor offers support to women members of the IFUW. The sponsor offers support to women postgraduates who would like to enhance the original research or scholarship that they are already engaged in. The fellowships are for projects requiring eight to twelve months' work in a country other than that in which the applicant was educated or habitually resides.

**Sponsor:** Wilson (Woodrow) National Fellowship Foundation  
**Title:** Woodrow Wilson Dissertation Grants in Women's Studies  
**Contact:** Shelia Walker, Program Associate  
**Tel:** 609-452-7007, ext. 131  
**Email:** ws@woodrow.org  
**Full Program:** http://www.woodrow.org/womens-studies/index.php  
**Deadlines:** Please contact the sponsor for deadline information.

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor offers awards to encourage original and significant research about women that crosses disciplinary, regional, or cultural boundaries.

Office of Sponsored Programs  
Box 151, 525 W 120th Street  
New York, New York 10027-6696  
Location: 422K Thompson Hall